Tuition & required fees for academic year 2010-11 full-time, in-state undergraduate students Spring 2011 update by South Carolina Commission on Higher Education
$ Increase % Increase
Research Institutions
Clemson $776 7.0%
USC Columbia1 $630 6.9%
Sector Average $703 6.9%
MUSC1,2,3 $792 6.1%
Teaching Institutions
Citadel $1,136 13.0%
Coastal Carolina $440 4.9%
College of Charleston $628 7.0%
Francis Marion $520 6.5%
Lander $384 4.4%
SC State $436 5.2%
USC Aiken $474 6.0%
USC Beaufort $506 7.0%
USC Upstate $430 5.0%
Winthrop $570 4.9%
Sector Average $552 6.3%
USC Two-Year Regional 
Campuses4
USC Lancaster $336 6.1%
USC Salkehatchie $336 6.1%
USC Sumter $336 6.1%$5,528
$5,528
$5,528
$11,606
$8,642
$7,250
$8,725
$7,960
$8,988
$8,950
$7,900
$8,462
$8,760
Tuition & Required Fees for Academic Year 2010-11 
Full-time, In-state Undergraduate Students
Spring 2011 Update
$8,735
$5,864
$5,864
$5,864
$9,278
$7,756
$9,072
$12,176
$9,144
$8,898
$8,374
$9,390
$9,616
$8,480
$9,871
$9,156
$10,820 $10,117
$13,729 $12,937
2010-11 2009-10
$11,854 $11,078
$9,786
USC Union $336 6.1%
Sector Average $336 6.1%
Technical Colleges5
Aiken TC $80 2.2%
Central Carolina TC $72 2.2%
Denmark TC $98 3.9%
Florence-Darlington TC $224 6.8%
Greenville TC $124 3.6%
Horry-Georgetown TC $202 6.3%
Midlands TC $72 2.0%
Northeastern TC $0 0.0%
Orangeburg-Calhoun TC $216 6.7%
Piedmont TC $206 6.2%
Spartanburg CC $142 4.1%
TC of the Lowcountry $174 5.1%
Tri-County TC $192 6.1%
Trident TC $80 2.3%
Williamsburg TC $222 7.3%
York TC $144 4.3%
Sector Average $141 4.3%
 than 75 credit hours.
$3,608
$3,492
$3,450
$3,352
$3,297
$3,218
$3,042
$3,206
$3,334
$3,626
$3,302
$2,492
$3,308
$5,528
$5,528
4Effective 2007-08, the fees at the USC two-year branches represent students with fewer 
$3,576 $3,434
$3,264
$3,360 $3,168
1Excludes Medicine, Dentistry, and Pharmacy at MUSC; Medicine and Law at USC.
2Includes Nursing and Health Professions only.
$3,556 $3,382
$3,342 $3,342
$3,434
$3,438
$3,496
$3,530
$3,680
$3,380
$2,590
$3,526
$3,540
$3,706
$3,408
$5,864
$5,864
$3,616
3MUSC is not included in the average for the research sector.
5Represents in-state, in-district students based on 12 credit hours or more.
$ Increase % Increase
Research Institutions
Clemson $2,032 8.0%
USC Columbia1 $1,630 6.9%
Sector Average $1,831 7.5%
MUSC1,2,3 -$121 -0.6%
Teaching Institutions
Citadel $2,255 10.0%
Coastal Carolina $1,500 8.0%
College of Charleston $1,326 6.1%
Francis Marion $1,040 6.7%
Lander $744 4.5%
SC State $844 5.1%
USC Aiken $910 5.8%
USC Beaufort $1,422 9.4%
USC Upstate $860 5.0%
Winthrop $1,296 6.0%
Sector Average $1,220 6.7%
USC Two-Year Regional 
Campuses4
USC Lancaster $840 6.3%
USC Salkehatchie $840 6.3%
USC Sumter $840 6.3%$14,144 $13,304
$14,144 $13,304
$14,144 $13,304
$22,892 $21,596
$19,374 $18,154
$16,542 $15,632
$16,522 $15,100
$18,144 $17,284
$16,625 $15,585
$17,304 $16,560
$17,470 $16,626
$24,800 $22,545
$20,270 $18,770
$23,172 $21,846
$21,423 $21,544
$25,362 $23,732
$26,391 $24,560
Tuition & Required Fees for Academic Year 2010-11
Full-time, Out-of-state Undergraduate Students
Spring 2011 Update
2010-11 2009-10
$27,420 $25,388
USC Union $840 6.3%
Sector Average $840 6.3%
Technical Colleges5
Aiken TC $0 0.0%
Central Carolina TC $128 2.2%
Denmark TC $194 4.1%
Florence-Darlington TC $224 4.1%
Greenville TC $256 3.6%
Horry-Georgetown TC $378 7.5%
Midlands TC $166 1.6%
Northeastern TC $0 0.0%
Orangeburg-Calhoun TC $0 0.0%
Piedmont TC $206 4.2%
Spartanburg CC $142 2.0%
TC of the Lowcountry $324 4.4%
Tri-County TC $558 7.9%
Trident TC $150 2.3%
Williamsburg TC $432 7.4%
York TC $336 4.5%
Sector Average $218 3.3%
1Excludes Medicine, Dentistry, and Pharmacy at MUSC; Medicine and Law at USC.
2Includes Nursing and Health Professions only.
3MUSC is not included in the average for the research sector.
 hours.
$5,850
4Effective 2007-08, the fees at the USC two-year branches represent students with fewer than 75 credit 
$6,919 $6,700
$7,864 $7,528
$6,282
$7,760 $7,436
$6,682 $6,532
$7,590 $7,032
$5,886 $5,886
$6,218 $6,218
$4,942
$7,338 $7,196
$5,148
$7,372 $7,116
$5,424 $5,046
$10,640 $10,474
$5,872 $5,744
$4,870 $4,676
$5,622 $5,398
$10,130 $10,130
$14,144 $13,304
$14,144 $13,304
5Represents in-state, in-district students based on 12 credit hours or more.
$ Increase % Increase
Research Institutions
Clemson1 -$330 -4.3%
USC Columbia2 $702 6.9%
Sector Average $186 2.1%
MUSC2,3,4 $806 6.0%
Teaching Institutions
Citadel5 $1,440 14.9%
Coastal Carolina6 $360 5.0%
College of Charleston $694 7.0%
Francis Marion $520 6.4%
Lander $432 4.5%
SC State $436 5.2%
USC Aiken $702 6.9%
USC Upstate $702 6.9%
Winthrop $548 4.9%
Sector Average $648 6.9%
2E l d  M di i  D ti t  d Ph  t MUSC  M di i  d L  t USC
Tuition & Required Fees for Academic Year 2010-11
Full-time, In-state Graduate Students
Spring 2011 Update
$8,680
$10,890
$10,188
$10,008 $9,576
$10,580
$10,040 $9,392
1Graduate program fees have increased by 2.2%; however, Clemson has added a 5th tier graduate program 
at a lower rate causing the average of the 5 tiers to show a decrease.
$9,886
$8,160
$11,728 $11,180
$8,462
$10,890
$10,188
$8,898
$11,125 $9,685
$7,560 $7,200
$14,166 $13,360
$10,890 $10,188
$9,145
2010-11 2009-10
$7,400 $7,730
$8,959
xc u es e c ne, en s ry, an armacy a ; e c ne an aw a .
3Includes Nursing and Health Professions only.
4MUSC is not included in the average for the research sector.
6Assumes 18 credits/year.
5Full-time graduate students defined as taking 9 hours in both fall & spring and 6 hours 
 in summer, for a total of 24 credit hours per year.
$ Increase % Increase
Research Institutions
Clemson1 -$646 -4.2%
USC Columbia2 $1,470 6.8%
Sector Average $412 2.2%
MUSC2,3,4 $84 0.4%
Teaching Institutions
Citadel5 $2,376 15.0%
Coastal Carolina6 $720 8.1%
College of Charleston $1,460 6.1%
Francis Marion $1,040 6.5%
Lander $816 4.5%
SC State $844 5.1%
USC Aiken $1,470 6.8%
USC Upstate $1,470 6.8%
Winthrop $1,242 6.0%
Sector Average $1,271 7.0%
2E l d  M di i  D ti t  d Ph  t MUSC  M di i  d L  t USC
Tuition & Required Fees for Academic Year 2010-11
Full-time, Out-of-state Graduate Students
Spring 2011 Update
$17,025
$22,950
$21,480
$19,104 $18,288
$25,490 $24,030
$19,420 $18,150
1Graduate program fees have increased by 2.2%; however, Clemson has added a 5th tier graduate program at 
a lower rate causing the average of the 5 tiers to show a decrease.
$15,985
$21,936 $20,694
$16,626
$22,950
$21,480
$17,470
$18,229 $15,853
$9,630 $8,910
$19,566 $19,482
$22,950 $21,480
$18,841
2010-11 2009-10
$14,732 $15,378
$18,429
xc u es e c ne, en s ry, an armacy a ; e c ne an aw a .
3Includes Nursing and Health Professions only.
4MUSC is not included in the average for the research sector.
6Assumes 18 credits/year.
5Full-time graduate students defined as taking 9 hours in both fall & spring and 6 hours 
 in summer, for a total of 24 credit hours per year.
In-State Out-of-State In-State
Out-of-
State In-State
Out-of-
State In-State
Out-of-
State In-State
Out-of-
State In-State
Out-of-
State In-State
Out-of-
State In-State
Out-of-
State In-State
Out-of-
State In-State
Out-of-
State In-State
Out-of-
State In-State
Out-of-
State In-State
Out-of-
State
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $25 $25 $0 $0 $0 $0 $30 $30 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$998 $2,452 $696 $1,402 $3,502 $6,615 $125 $385 $1,050 $1,050 $70 $70 $240 $480 $515 $515 $656 $1,104 $482 $482 $250 $250 $570 $570 $1,142 $2,314
$0 $0 $69 $69 $0 $0 $400 $400 $0 $0 $457 $457 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $100 $100
$998 $2,452 $765 $1,471 $3,502 $6,615 $525 $785 $1,050 $1,050 $527 $527 $240 $480 $515 $515 $656 $1,104 $482 $482 $250 $250 $570 $570 $1,242 $2,414
$182 $452 $0 $0 $1,006 $1,620 $160 $160 $300 $300 $773 $773 $200 $400 $0 $0 $100 $100 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $80 $80 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $190 $190 $0 $0 $0 $0 $80 $80 $140 $140 $0 $0
$182 $452 $80 $80 $1,006 $1,620 $160 $160 $300 $300 $773 $773 $200 $400 $190 $190 $100 $100 $0 $0 $80 $80 $140 $140 $0 $0
$262 $262 $338 $338 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $138 $138 $0 $0 $110 $110 $140 $140 $64 $64 $0 $0 $0 $0 $204 $204
$0 $0 $104 $104 $0 $0 $2,236 $2,236 $350 $700 $952 $952 $0 $0 $120 $120 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$174 $174 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $110 $110 $0 $0 $120 $120 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$436 $436 $442 $442 $0 $0 $2,236 $2,236 $350 $700 $1,200 $1,200 $0 $0 $350 $350 $140 $140 $64 $64 $0 $0 $0 $0 $204 $204
$334 $334 $240 $240 $2,030 $2,030 $0 $0 $40 $40 $0 $0 $245 $245 $0 $0 $160 $160 $468 $468 $608 $608 $1,238 $1,238 $1,222 $1,222
$9,904 $23,746 $8,259 $23,129 $7,191 $11,158 $6,925 $21,594 $7,650 $18,180 $7,116 $20,672 $7,765 $15,470 $8,089 $16,249 $7,842 $15,966 $7,360 $15,528 $6,818 $15,584 $7,124 $16,196 $9,508 $19,052
$10,238 $24,080 $8,499 $23,369 $9,221 $13,188 $6,925 $21,594 $7,690 $18,220 $7,116 $20,672 $8,010 $15,715 $8,089 $16,249 $8,002 $16,126 $7,828 $15,996 $7,426 $16,192 $8,362 $17,434 $10,730 $20,274
$11,854 $27,420 $9,786 $25,362 $13,729 $21,423 $9,871 $24,800 $9,390 $20,270 $9,616 $23,172 $8,480 $16,625 $9,144 $17,304 $8,898 $17,470 $8,374 $16,542 $7,756 $16,522 $9,072 $18,144 $12,176 $22,892
Registration Fee
Debt Service (Institutional Bonds)
Francis Marion LanderClemson1 USC Columbia2 MUSC3 Citadel
Student Activities (Dedicated)
Dedicated Expenditures
Student Activity Fees (E&G)
Total Tuition & Required Fees
Analysis of Tuition & Required Fees for Full-time Undergraduate Students
SC Public Colleges & Universities
Academic Year 2010-11 (Spring 2011 Update)
Allocation of Tuition & Required Fees
Winthrop
Education and General, Other
College of 
Charleston
Total E&G
SC State USC Aiken USC Beaufort USC UpstateCoastal Carolina
Intercollegiate Athletics (Dedicated)
Debt Service (Revenue Bonds)
Subtotal for Debt Service
Plant Improvement (Capital Expenditures)
Renovation Reserve
Subtotal for Capital Expenditures
Medical Fees (Dedicated)
N:\FFMIS\Fee Data\2010-11 Fee Data\Spring 2011 Tuition & Fees\2010-11_Tuition&FeeSummary_Spring
8.4% 8.9% 7.8% 5.8% 25.5% 30.9% 5.3% 3.2% 11.2% 5.2% 5.5% 2.3% 2.8% 2.9% 5.6% 3.0% 7.4% 6.3% 5.8% 2.9% 3.2% 1.5% 6.3% 3.1% 10.2% 10.5%
1.5% 1.6% 0.8% 0.3% 7.3% 7.6% 1.6% 0.6% 3.2% 1.5% 8.0% 3.3% 2.4% 2.4% 2.1% 1.1% 1.1% 0.6% 0.0% 0.0% 1.0% 0.5% 1.5% 0.8% 0.0% 0.0%
3.7% 1.6% 4.5% 1.7% 0.0% 0.0% 22.7% 9.0% 3.7% 3.5% 12.5% 5.2% 0.0% 0.0% 3.8% 2.0% 1.6% 0.8% 0.8% 0.4% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1.7% 0.9%
86.4% 87.8% 86.8% 92.1% 67.2% 61.6% 70.4% 87.2% 81.9% 89.9% 74.0% 89.2% 94.8% 94.7% 88.5% 93.9% 89.9% 92.3% 93.5% 96.7% 95.7% 98.0% 92.2% 96.1% 88.1% 88.6%
100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
$509 $1,184 $417 $1,067 $602 $1,204 $365 $640 $390 $845 $401 $965 $407 $815 $381 $721 $371 $494 $362 $715 $324 $690 $384 $768 $508 $954
$15,566 $15,576 $7,694 $14,929 $10,880 $13,556 $8,145 $8,160 $8,572 $8,168 $8,766 $9,072 $10,716
1Student Activities Fee (Dedicated) includes $100 Fike Fee, $8 Career Service Fee, & $66 Transit Fee. Student Activitites (E&G) includes $80 Student Activity Fee, $230 IT Fee, & $24 Software License Fee.
2Excludes Medicine and Law
3Excludes Medicine, Dentistry, and Pharmacy
Cost Per Credit Hour
(For Part-time Students)
Dedicated Fees
Educational & General
Debt Service
Capital Expenditures
 Disclaimer: The tuition and fees listed are those presently in effect. By action of the Institutions' Board of Trustees or the South Carolina Legislature, they are subject to change at any time.
Total
Out-of-State Differential
Percent of Total Fees
In-State Out-of-State In-State
Out-of-
State In-State
Out-of-
State In-State
Out-of-
State
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$20 $20 $50 $50 $80 $80 $100 $100
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$20 $20 $50 $50 $80 $80 $100 $100
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$130 $130 $50 $50 $54 $54 $50 $50
$130 $130 $50 $50 $54 $54 $50 $50
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$400 $400 $120 $120 $222 $222 $50 $50
$5,314 $13,594 $5,644 $13,924 $5,508 $13,788 $5,664 $13,944
$5 714 $13 994 $5 764 $14 044 $5 730 $14 010 $5 714 $13 994
Analysis of Tuition & Required Fees for Full-time Undergraduate Students
USC Two-year Regional Campuses
Academic Year 2010-11 (Spring 2011 Update)
Student Activity Fees (E&G)
Education and General, Other
Total E&G
Intercollegiate Athletics (Dedicated)
Student Activities (Dedicated)
Subtotal for Debt Service
Plant Improvement (Capital Expenditures)
Dedicated Expenditures
Renovation Reserve
Subtotal for Capital Expenditures
Medical Fees (Dedicated)
USC Lancaster USC Salkehatchie USC Sumter USC Union
Allocation of Tuition & Required Fees
Registration Fee
Debt Service (Institutional Bonds)
Debt Service (Revenue Bonds)
N:\FFMIS\Fee Data\2010-11 Fee Data\Spring 2011 Tuition & Fees\2010-11_Tuition&FeeSummary_Spring
, , , , , , , ,
$5,864 $14,144 $5,864 $14,144 $5,864 $14,144 $5,864 $14,144
0.3% 0.1% 0.9% 0.4% 1.4% 0.6% 1.7% 0.7%
2.2% 0.9% 0.9% 0.4% 0.9% 0.4% 0.9% 0.4%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
97.4% 98.9% 98.3% 99.3% 97.7% 99.1% 97.4% 98.9%
100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
$243 $588 $243 $588 $243 $588 $243 $588
$8,280 $8,280 $8,280 $8,280
Cost Per Credit Hour
(For Part-time Students)
Note: Effective 2007-08, the fees at the USC two-year branches represent students with less than 75 credit hours.
Dedicated Fees
Educational & General
Total
Out-of-State Differential
Total Tuition & Required Fees
Percent of Total Fees
Debt Service
Capital Expenditures
Disclaimer: The tuition and fees listed are those presently in effect. By action of the Institutions' Board of Trustees or the South Carolina 
Legislature, they are subject to change at any time.
Aiken TC1
Central 
Carolina 
TC
Denmark 
TC
Florence-
Darlington 
TC
Greenville 
TC2
Horry-
Georgetown 
TC
Midlands 
TC
Northeastern 
TC
Orangeburg-
Calhoun TC
Piedmont 
TC
Spartanburg 
CC
TC of the 
Lowcountry
Tri-County 
TC
Trident 
TC
Williamsburg 
TC York TC
3
In Service 
Area
In Service 
Area
In Service 
Area
In Service 
Area
In Service 
Area
In Service 
Area
In Service 
Area
In Service 
Area
In Service 
Area
In Service 
Area
In Service 
Area
In Service 
Area
In Service 
Area
In Service 
Area
In Service 
Area
In Service 
Area
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $50 $50 $0 $100 $0 $0 $0 $40
$186 $328 $0 $540 $200 $0 $150 $0 $0 $300 $296 $138 $494 $214 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$186 $328 $0 $540 $200 $0 $150 $0 $0 $300 $296 $138 $494 $214 $0 $0
$0 $96 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $200 $0 $0 $0 $0 $86 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $96 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $200 $0 $0 $0 $0 $86 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Analysis of Tuition & Required Fees for Full-time Undergraduate Students
SC Public Technical Colleges
Academic Year 2010-11 (Spring 2011 Update)
Student Activities (Dedicated)
Dedicated Expenditures
Plant Improvement (Capital Expenditures)
Renovation Reserve
Subtotal for Capital Expenditures
Medical Fees (Dedicated)
Intercollegiate Athletics (Dedicated)
Allocation of Tuition & Required Fees
Registration Fee
Debt Service (Institutional Bonds)
Debt Service (Revenue Bonds)
Subtotal for Debt Service
N:\FFMIS\Fee Data\2010-11 Fee Data\Spring 2011 Tuition & Fees\2010-11_Tuition&FeeSummary_Spring
$60 $0 $106 $70 $80 $48 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $48 $0 $0 $0
$3,460 $2,956 $2,484 $2,916 $3,336 $3,360 $3,530 $3,342 $3,184 $3,190 $3,280 $3,318 $2,818 $3,230 $3,264 $3,456
$3,520 $2,956 $2,590 $2,986 $3,416 $3,408 $3,530 $3,342 $3,184 $3,190 $3,280 $3,318 $2,866 $3,230 $3,264 $3,456
$3,706 $3,380 $2,590 $3,526 $3,616 $3,408 $3,680 $3,342 $3,434 $3,540 $3,576 $3,556 $3,360 $3,530 $3,264 $3,496
5.0% 9.7% 0.0% 15.3% 5.5% 0.0% 4.1% 0.0% 0.0% 8.5% 8.3% 3.9% 14.7% 6.1% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 2.8% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 5.8% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 2.4% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
95.0% 87.5% 100.0% 84.7% 94.5% 100.0% 95.9% 100.0% 94.2% 91.5% 91.7% 96.1% 85.3% 91.5% 100.0% 100.0%
100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
$3,706 $3,380 $2,590 $3,788 $3,616 $3,408 $3,680 $3,342 $3,434 $3,852 $4,094 $3,556 $3,528 $3,530 $3,264 $3,832
$4,006 $3,940 $2,590 $3,788 $3,912 $4,302 $4,544 $3,558 $4,270 $3,964 $4,424 $3,556 $4,644 $3,916 $3,384 $3,832
$10,130 $5,872 $4,870 $5,622 $7,372 $5,424 $10,640 $5,886 $6,218 $5,148 $7,338 $7,760 $7,590 $6,682 $6,282 $7,864
$10,130 $5,872 $4,870 $7,718 $7,372 $5,424 $10,640 $5,886 $6,218 $7,020 $7,338 $8,530 $7,590 $6,682 $6,282 $7,864
Cost Per Credit Hour
(For Part-time Students)
Other Fee Schedules
Out of Service Area
Out of State
Out of Country
In Service Area - Not Fully Supporting
Total
Debt Service
Capital Expenditures
Dedicated Fees
Educational & General
Total E&G
Total Tuition & Required Fees
Percent of Total Fees
Student Activity Fees (E&G)
Education and General, Other
$233 $133 $216 $147 $189 $131 $145 $138 $143 $143 $148 $140 $140 $149 $136 $164
$233 $133 $216 $158 $189 $131 $145 $138 $143 $156 $169 $140 $147 $149 $136 $164
$248 $156 $216 $158 $201 $168 $181 $147 $178 $161 $183 $140 $194 $165 $141 $178
$500 $237 $406 $234 $345 $215 $435 $244 $259 $210 $305 $315 $316 $280 $262 $346
$500 $237 $406 $322 $345 $215 $435 $244 $259 $288 $305 $348 $316 $280 $262 $346
$6,424 $2,492 $2,280 $2,096 $3,756 $2,016 $6,960 $2,544 $2,784 $1,608 $3,762 $4,204 $4,230 $3,152 $3,018 $4,368
1 Amount shown for  cost  per credit hour is for  the first credit hour taken. Each additional credit hour is an additional $148 for In Service Area Students, $163 for Out of Service Area Students and $415 for Out of State Students. (Up to a total of 12 credit hours.)
In Service Area - Not Fully Supporting
Out of Service Area
Out of State
Out of Country
      In Service Area
Out-of-State Differential
3Amount shown for  cost  per credit hour is for  the first credit hour taken. Each additional credit hour is an additional $144 for In Service Area Students, $158 for Out of Service Area Students and $326 for Out of State Students. (Up to a total of 12 credit hours.)
 Disclaimer: The tuition and fees listed are those presently in effect. By action of the Institutions' Area Commission or the South Carolina Legislature, they are subject to change at any time.
2Amount shown for  cost  per credit hour is for  the first credit hour taken. Each additional credit hour is an additional $148 for In Service Area Students, $160 for Out of Service Area Students and $304 for Out of State Students. (Up to a total of 12 credit hours.)
In-State Out-of-State In-State
Out-of-
State In-State
Out-of-
State In-State
Out-of-
State In-State
Out-of-
State In-State
Out-of-
State In-State
Out-of-
State In-State
Out-of-
State In-State
Out-of-
State In-State
Out-of-
State In-State
Out-of-
State In-State
Out-of-
State
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $60 $60 $0 $0 $0 $0 $30 $30 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$998 $2,452 $696 $696 $3,532 $5,262 $0 $0 $180 $180 $70 $70 $240 $480 $515 $515 $656 $1,104 $696 $696 $696 $696 $1,142 $2,314
$0 $0 $69 $69 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $457 $457 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $69 $69 $69 $69 $100 $100
$998 $2,452 $765 $765 $3,532 $5,262 $0 $0 $180 $180 $527 $527 $240 $480 $515 $515 $656 $1,104 $765 $765 $765 $765 $1,242 $2,414
$182 $452 $0 $0 $1,031 $1,570 $0 $0 $270 $270 $773 $773 $200 $400 $0 $0 $100 $100 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $80 $80 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $190 $190 $0 $0 $80 $80 $80 $80 $0 $0
$182 $452 $80 $80 $1,031 $1,570 $0 $0 $270 $270 $773 $773 $200 $400 $190 $190 $100 $100 $80 $80 $80 $80 $0 $0
$262 $262 $338 $338 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $138 $138 $0 $0 $110 $110 $140 $140 $338 $338 $338 $338 $204 $204
$0 $0 $104 $104 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $952 $952 $0 $0 $120 $120 $0 $0 $104 $104 $104 $104 $0 $0
$170 $170 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $110 $110 $0 $0 $120 $120 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$432 $432 $442 $442 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $1,200 $1,200 $0 $0 $350 $350 $140 $140 $442 $442 $442 $442 $204 $204
$294 $294 $240 $240 $2,030 $2,030 $0 $0 $270 $270 $0 $0 $245 $245 $0 $0 $160 $160 $240 $240 $240 $240 $1,114 $1,114
$5,494 $11,102 $9,363 $21,423 $7,573 $10,704 $11,065 $18,169 $6,840 $8,910 $8,080 $22,990 $7,965 $15,870 $8,953 $18,049 $7,842 $15,966 $9,363 $21,423 $9,363 $21,423 $9,168 $18,204
$5,788 $11,396 $9,603 $21,663 $9,603 $12,734 $11,065 $18,169 $7,110 $9,180 $8,080 $22,990 $8,210 $16,115 $8,953 $18,049 $8,002 $16,126 $9,603 $21,663 $9,603 $21,663 $10,282 $19,318
Dedicated Expenditures
Student Activity Fees (E&G)
Education and General, Other
Total E&G
Renovation Reserve
Subtotal for Capital Expenditures
Medical Fees (Dedicated)
Intercollegiate Athletics (Dedicated)
Student Activities (Dedicated)
Debt Service (Institutional Bonds)
Debt Service (Revenue Bonds)
Subtotal for Debt Service
Plant Improvement (Capital Expenditures)
Francis Marion Winthrop
Allocation of Tuition & Required Fees
Registration Fee
Lander SC State USC Aiken USC Upstate
Analysis of Tuition & Required Fees for Full-time Graduate Students
SC Public Colleges & Universities
Academic Year 2010-11 (Spring 2011 Update)
Clemson1 USC Columbia MUSC2 Citadel3 Coastal Carolina4,5
College of 
Charleston
N:\FFMIS\Fee Data\2010-11 Fee Data\Spring 2011 Tuition & Fees\2010-11_Tuition&FeeSummary_Spring
$7,400 $14,732 $10,890 $22,950 $14,166 $19,566 $11,125 $18,229 $7,560 $9,630 $10,580 $25,490 $8,680 $17,025 $10,008 $19,104 $8,898 $17,470 $10,890 $22,950 $10,890 $22,950 $11,728 $21,936
13.5% 16.6% 7.0% 3.3% 24.9% 26.9% 0.0% 0.0% 2.4% 1.9% 5.0% 2.1% 2.8% 2.8% 5.1% 2.7% 7.4% 6.3% 7.0% 3.3% 7.0% 3.3% 10.6% 11.0%
2.5% 3.1% 0.7% 0.3% 7.3% 8.0% 0.0% 0.0% 3.6% 2.8% 7.3% 3.0% 2.3% 2.3% 1.9% 1.0% 1.1% 0.6% 0.7% 0.3% 0.7% 0.3% 0.0% 0.0%
5.8% 2.9% 4.1% 1.9% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 11.3% 4.7% 0.0% 0.0% 3.5% 1.8% 1.6% 0.8% 4.1% 1.9% 4.1% 1.9% 1.7% 0.9%
78.2% 77.4% 88.2% 94.4% 67.8% 65.1% 100.0% 100.0% 94.0% 95.3% 76.4% 90.2% 94.9% 94.8% 89.5% 94.5% 89.9% 92.3% 88.2% 94.4% 88.2% 94.4% 87.7% 88.1%
100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
$29,948 $67,162 $31,204 $55,936
$0 $0 $27,602 $48,256
$20,236 $40,494 $0 $0
$18,072 $26,938 $18,082 $26,960
$420 $535
$386 $749 $457 $962 $764 $1,155 $460 $756 $488 $562 $441 $1,062 $417 $835 $417 $796 $728 $971 $457 $962 $457 $962 $492 $916
$7,332 $12,060 $5,400 $7,104 $2,070 $14,910 $8,345 $9,096 $8,572 $12,060 $12,060 $10,208
1Student Activities Fee (Dedicated) includes $100 Fike Fee, $4 Career Service Fee, & $66 Transit Fee. Student Activitites (E&G) includes $40 Student Activity Fee, $230 IT Fee, & $24 Software License Fee.
2Includes only Nursing and Health Professions
3Full-time graduate students are defined as taking 9 hours in both fall & spring and 6 hours in summer, for a total of 24 credit hours per year.
4Assumes 18 credits/year
5P t ti  G d t  F   dit h   b k  t i t  S i  & Ed ti  d MBA  ti l
Total
First Professional (if applicable)
Out-of-State Differential
Medicine
Dentistry
Law
Pharmacy6
Cost Per Credit Hour
(For Part-time Students)
Total Tuition & Required Fees
Percent of Total Fees
Debt Service
Capital Expenditures
Dedicated Fees
Educational & General
ar - me ra ua e ees per cre our are ro en ou n o c ence uca on an , respec ve y.
6Program progression requires Summers. The amount shown is for Fall and Spring only.
 Disclaimer: The tuition and fees listed are those presently in effect. By action of the Institutions' Board of Trustees or the South Carolina Legislature, they are subject to change at any time.
*The following additional fee information is posted as submitted by the University/College.
Full-Time Undergraduate Fees per Semester (twelve hours or more):
Resident Non-Resident
Base Academic Fee $4,979 $11,873
Tuition $494 $1,221
Other Debt Retirement and Plant Fund Transfers $91 $226
Matriculation $5 $5
Activity Fee $40 $40
Software License Fee $12 $12
Fike Fee $50 $50
Medical Fee $131 $131
Career Services Fee $4 $4
Transit Fee $33 $33
Information Technology Fee $115 $115
Total Full-Time Undergraduate Fees per Semester $5,954 $13,710
Additional Full-Time Undergraduate Fees per Semester:
$50 $50
Part-Time Undergraduate Fees per Credit Hour (less than twelve hours):
Base Academic Fee $450 $1,050
Tuition $41 $102
Other Debt Retirement and Plant Fund Transfers $8 $19
Activity Fee $4 $4
Information Technology Fee $9 $9
Total Part-Time Undergraduate Fees per Credit Hour $512 $1,184
Additional Part-Time Undergraduate Fees per Semester:
Matriculation $5 $5
Software License Fee $12 $12
Fike Fee (6+ on-campus credit hours) $50 $50
Medical Fee (7+ credit hours) $131 $131
Library Fee $4 $4
Career Services Fee (6+ credit hours, excluding staff) $4 $4
Maymester and Summer Session Fees per Credit Hour:
Base Academic Fee $450 $1,050
Tuition $41 $102
Other Debt Retirement and Plant Fund Transfers $8 $19
Activity Fee $4 $4
Information Technology Fee $9 $9
Total Maymester and Summer Session Fees per Credit Hour $512 $1,184
Additional Fees per Maymester and Summer Sessions:
Fike Fee (3+ on-campus credit hours, excluding staff) $15 $15
Library Fee (30+ credit hours) 
Clemson
Maymester/Summer School Fee $5 $5
Other Undergraduate Fees (Debt Service and Other Mandatory Fees Apply):
Per Semester:
Business and Behavorial Science Junior/Senior Differential Tuition $1,000 $1,000
Per Credit Hour:
Business and Behavorial Science — Non-Majors Surcharge/Credit Hour 300/400 $100 $100
Cardiovascular Technology Concentration for Health Science Majors $200 $200
Electrical and Computer Engineering — On-Line Courses Academic Fee $563 $563
Summer Study Abroad Academic Fee $563 $563
Audit Fee $256 $592
Per Seat:
Variable Laboratory Fee Based on Specific Course Labs $75-200 $75-200
Full-Time Graduate Fees per Semester (Tweleve hours or more):
Tier 1 Program — Base Academic Fee $3,861 $7,773
Tier 2 Program — Base Academic Fee $3,173 $6,395
Tier 3 Program — Base Academic Fee $2,661 $5,370
Tier 4 Program — Base Academic Fee $2,293 $4,634
Tier 5 Program — Base Academic Fee $1,747 $3,585
Additional Full-Time Graduate Fees per Semester:
Tuition $494 $1,221
Other Debt Retirement and Plant Fund Transfers $91 $226
Matriculation $5 $5
Activity Fee $20 $20
Software License Fee $12 $12
Fike Fee $50 $50
Medical Fee $131 $131
Transit Fee $33 $33
Information Technology Fee $115 $115
Career Services Fee $2 $2
Total Additional Full-Time Graduate Fees per Semester $953 $1,815
Full-Time Graduate Assistant Fees per Semester:
Base Academic Fee $756 $756
Tuition $8 $8
Other Debt Retirement and Plant Fund Transfers $3 $3
Matriculation $5 $5
Activity Fee $20 $20
Software License Fee $12 $12
Fike Fee $50 $50
Medical Fee $131 $131
Transit Fee $33 $33
Career Services Fee (6+ credit hours, excluding staff) $2 $2
Total Full-Time Graduate Assistant Fees per Semester $1,020 $1,020
Part-Time and Regular Summer School Graduate Fees per Credit Hour (Less than twelve hours):
Tier 1 Program — Base Academic Fee $ 551 $ 1,079 $551 $1,079
Tier 2 Program — Base Academic Fee 476 929 $476 $929
Tier 3 Program — Base Academic Fee 351 679 $351 $679
Tier 4 Program — Base Academic Fee 301 579 $301 $579
Tier 5 Program — Base Academic Fee 251 479 $251 $479
Additional Part-Time and Regular Summer School Graduate Mandatory Fees per Credit Hour
Tuition $41 $102
Other Debt Retirement and Plant Fund Transfers $8 $19
Total Additional Part-Time and Regular Summer School Graduate $49 $121
      Mandatory Fees per Credit Hour
Other Part-Time and Regular Summer School Graduate Fees:
Per Credit Hour:
Information Technology Fee $9 $9
Per Session:
Matriculation $5 $5
Activity Fee (7+ credit hours) $20 $20
Software License Fee $12 $12
Fike Fee (6+ on-campus credit hours) $50 $50
Medical Fee (7+ credit hours) $131 $131
Career Services Fee (6+ credit hours, excluding staff) $2 $2
Online Programs Fees per Credit Hour1:
Tier 1 Program — Base Academic Fee $951 $951
Tier 2 Program — Base Academic Fee $701 $701
Tier 3 Program — Base Academic Fee $551 $551
Tier 4 Program — Base Academic Fee $401 $401
Tier 5 Program — Base Academic Fee $251 $251
Additional Mandatory Fees per Credit Hour:
Tuition $41 $41
Other Debt Retirement and Plant Fund Transfers $8 $8
Total Additional Mandatory Fees per Credit Hour $49 $49
Other Online Graduate Fees per Session:
Per Credit Hour:
Information Technology Fee $9 $9
Per Session:
Matriculation $5 $5
Software License Fee $12 $12
Career Services Fee (6+ credit hours, excluding staff) $2 $2
Other Graduate Fees (Debt Service and Other Mandatory Fees Apply):
Premier Program Academic Fees per Semester:
Masters in Historic Preservation $14,000 $14,000
Masters in Real Estate Development (students entering Fall 2009) $12,500 $12,500
Graduate International Exchange Programs Base Academic Fees per Semester:
Full-Time Non-Assistantship $2,747 $2,747
Full-Time Assistantship $756 $756
Graduate International Exchange Programs Base Academic Fees per Credit Hour
Part-Time Non Assistantship $488 $488
Summer Session Non-Assistantship $488 $488
Summer Session Graduate Fees:
Graduate Assistantship Base Academic Fee per Session $ 315 $ 315 $315 $315
Graduate International Exchange Program Base Academic Fee per Session $315 $315
(summer assistantship)
Summer Study Abroad Base Academic Fee per Credit Hour 488 488 $488 $488
Certificate Programs and Contract Courses
International Family and Community Studies Professional Certificate N/A $200
Program Academic Fee per Credit Hour 
Educational Contract Course Academic Fees per Course:
Professional Development (+$150/OS student) $4,400 $4,400
Masters Program Eligible (+$150/OS student) $10,000-20,000 $10,000-20,000
Doctorial Program Eligible (+$150/OS student) $12,000-22,500 $12,000-22,500
Other Graduate Fees:
Variable Laboratory Fees Based on Specific Course Labs per Seat $75-200 $75-200
Audit Fee per Credit Hour $222 $440
AAH
Major CIP Degrees Offered Tier Rate
205 40201 MS, March 2
213 40301 MCRP 2
210 522001 MCSM 2
620 230101 MA 3
208 301201 MSHP N/A
City & Regional Planning
Program Name
Architecture
Construction Science & Management
English
Historic Preservation
Clemson Graduate Fees
Programs with Tiers FY 2010-11
635 540101 MA 2
230 40601 MLA 2
214 40401 PHD 2
663 99999 MA 3
212 521501 MRED N/A
615 99999 PHD 3
240 500701 MFA 2
200 2
208 Historic Preservation will stay at $14,000/semester. 
212 Real Estate Development will stay at $12,500/semester.
CAFLS
Major CIP Degrees Offered Tier Rate
105 131301 MAgED 2
114 260707 MS PhD 3
122 10103 PhD 3
116 10103  MS 3
805 260202 PhD 3
812 260701 MS PhD 3
813 260101 MS N/A
106 140301 MS PhD 2
148 260702 MS PhD 3
150 261004 MS PhD 3
156 11001 PhD 3
153 19999 MS 3
920 30502 MFR, MS PhD 4
825 260804 PhD 3
865 260502 MS PhD 3
180 419999 MS 1
113 11101 MS PhD 3
125 10303 MS 3
124 39999 PhD 3
100 3
BBS
Major CIP Degrees Offered Tier Rate
505 520301 MPAcc 2
605 420401 MS 1
607 459999 MS 1
509 520201 MBA 2
513 450601 MA 3
516 450601 PhD 3
514 500404 MS 2
639 429999 PhD 1
638 420901 PhD 1
529 520205 MS PhD 2
539 521499 MS 2
500 2
Business Administration
Economics (MA)
Economics (PhD)
Graphic Communications
Human Factors Psychology
Industrial/Organizational Psychology
Management
Marketing
Non-degree Business
Applied Scociology
Forest Resources
Genetics
Microbiology
Packaging Science
Plant & Environmental Sciences
Wildlife & Fisheries Biology
Wildlife & Fisheries Biology
Non-degree
Program Name
Accounting
Applied Psychology
Food, Nutrition, & Culinary Sciences
Agriculture Education
Animal & Veterinary Science
Applied Economics
Applied Economics & Statisitcs (MS)
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Biological Sciences
Biological Sciences (MS - Nonthesis)
Biosystems Engineering
Entomology
Environmental Toxicology
Food Technology
Program Name
History
Landscape Architecture
Planning, Design & the Built Environment
Professional Communication
Real Estate Development
Rhetorics, Communication, & Info. Design
Visual Arts
Non-degree
COES
Major CIP Degrees Offered Tier Rate
475 149999 MS PhD 1
405 140501 MS PhD 2
106 140301 MS PhD 2
415 140701 MS PhD 2
816 400501 MS PhD 2
420 140801 MS PhD 2
423 140901 MS PhD 2
820 110101 MS PhD 2
823 110101 MS  5
441 141401 MS 2
425 141001 MEngr, MS, PhD 2
440 141401 MEngr, MS, PhD 2
832 400699 MS 2
445 143501 MS PhD 2
446 143501 MEngr 2
450 141801 MS PhD 2
851 270101 MS PhD 2
455 141901 MS PhD 2
871 400801 MS PhD 2
400 2
HEHD
Major CIP Degrees Offered Tier Rate
303 130401 MEd 4
323 130401 Eds 4
311 131101 MEd 4
306 131101 MEd 4
312 131101 MEd 4
307 130301 PhD 4
308 131210 MEd 4
321 130401 PhD 4
322 130401 PhD 4
310 131202 MEd 4
700 Cert 1
740 260806 PhD 1
327 521001 MHRD 2
304 131203 MAT 2
710 511608 MS 1
715 511608 MS 1
Curriculum & Instruction
Early Childhood Education
Educational Leadership (Higher Ed)
Educational Leadership (P-12)
Elementary Education
Counselor Education (Student Affairs)
Industrial Engineering (MEngr)
Materials Science & Engineering
Mathmatical Sciences
Mechanical Engineering
Physics
Non-degree Engineering
Program Name
Administration & Supervision
Administration & Supervision
Counselor Education (Clinical Mental Health)
Counselor Education (School Counseling)
Industrial Engineering
Biosystems Engineering
Chemical Engineering
Chemistry
Civil Engineering
Computer Engineering
Computer Science
Computer Science (Special China Program)
EE&S - Environmental Health Physics
Electrical Engineering
Environmental Engineering & Science
Hydrogeology
Bioengineering
Program Name
Automotive Engineering
Nursing (Adult/Gernatology Nurse Practioner)
Health, Edu. & Human Devel (Non-Degree Grad)
Healthcare Genetics
Human Resource Development
Middle-Level Education
Nursing
714 511608 MS 1
716 511608 MS 1
960 310301 MPRTM PhD 2
324 131315 MEd 4
347 131205 MEd 4
353 131205 MEd 4
365 131205 MEd 4
350 131205 MEd 4
378 131001 MEd 4
383 190799 MS 4
385 MAT 2
300 Cert 2
Per Course
Educational Contract Course Academic Fees
Professional Development (+150/OS Student) $4,400
Maters Program Eligible (+150/OS Student) Minimum of $10,000
Doctoral Program Eligible (+150/OS Student) Minimum of $12,000
Grad SCH
Major CIP Degrees Offered Tier Rate
822 110201 MFA 2
117 190707 ND PhD 4
110 440501 Cert PhD 3
670 440401 MPA 2
International Family & Comm. Studies program at five international sites will be $200/per credit hour.
Course Abbrv/Number Course Description Lab Fee Course Abbrv/Number Course Description Lab Fee
A S L 101 AM Sign Lang I Lab $75 ENGL 103 Accelerated Comp. Lab $75
A S L 102 AM Sign Lang I Lab $75 ENGL 111 Engl as Sec. Lang. Lab $75
ARAB 101 Elem. Arabic I Lab $75 ENGL 357 Film Lab $75
ARAB 102 Elem. Arabic II Lab $75 ENGL 447 Playwriting Workshop $75
ARAB 201 Inter. Arabic I Lab $75 ENGL 450 Film Genres Lab $75
ARAB 202 Inter. Arabic II Lab $75 ENGL 451 Film Theo/Crit Lab $75
ARCH 151 Arch Comm Lab $150 ENGL 452 Great Directions Lab $75
ARCH 251 Arch Found I Lab $150 ENGL 453 Sex and Cinema Lab $75
ARCH 252 Arch Found II Lab $150 ENGL 454 Sel Top Int Film Lab $75
ARCH 351 Studio Clemson Lab $150 ENGL 647 Playwriting Workshop $75
ARCH 352 Studio Charleston Lab $150 ENGL 650 Film Genres Lab $75
ARCH 353 Studio Genoa Lab $150 ENGL 651 Film Theo/Crit Lab $75
ARCH 354 Studio Barcelona Lab $150 ENGL 652 Great Directions Lab $75
ARCH 355 Studio South Lab $150 ENGL 653 Sex and Cinema Lab $75
ARCH 424 Product Design $150 FR 101 Elem. French Lab $75
ARCH 428 Compt Aided Des Lab $150 FR 102 Elem. French Lab $75
ARCH 452 Synthesis Studio Lab $150 FR 104 Basic French Lab $75
ARCH 624 Product Design $150 FR 201 Intermed French Lab $75
ARCH 6 8 C  Aid d D  L b $ FR I d F h L b $
Nursing (Family Nurse Practioner)
Nursing (Gernotology Nurse Practioner)
Parks, Rec. & Tourism Management
Reading
Youth Development Leadership
Secondary Education (Math & Science)
Education Non-degree
Program Name
Digital Production Arts
Secondary Education (English)
Secondary Education (Math)
Secondary Education (Natural Sciences)
Secondary Education (Social Studies)
Special Education
International Family & Comm. Studies
Policy Studies
Public Administration
Lab Fees by College & Course
College of Architecture, Arts, & Humanities
2 ompt e es a 150 202 nterme renc a 75
ARCH 840 Design Studio $150 FR 412 FR & Fran Cin Lab $75
ARCH 841 Arch Studio I $150 GEOG 106 Geog Phys Envt Lab $75
ARCH 842 Arch Studio II $150 GER 101 Elem. Germn Lab $75
ARCH 850 Architecture Studio $150 GER 102 Elem. Germn Lab $75
ARCH 851 Studio Clemson  $150 GER 104 Basic German Lab $75
ARCH 852 Studio Charleston   $150 GER 201 Intermed German Lab $75
ARCH 855 Studio South  $150 GER 202 Intermed German Lab $75
ARCH 857 Architectural Studio $150 HP 810 Conservation Lab $75
ARCH 858 Thesis Research $150 HIST 420 History & Film Lab $75
ARCH 859 Thesis Manuscript $150 HIST 620 History & Film Lab $75
ARCH 872 Prod & Assem Lab $150 ITAL 101 Elem. Italian Lab $75
ARCH 873 Environ Sys Lab $150 ITAL 102 Elem. Italian Lab $75
ARCH 874 Building Pro: TR Lab $150 ITAL 201 Intermed Italian Lab $75
ARCH 892 Comprehensive Studio $150 ITAL 202 Intermed Italian Lab $75
ARCH 893 Synthesis Studio  $150 ITAL 455 Italian Film Lab $75
ARCH 894 Research Studio $150 JAPN 101 Elem. Japanese Lab $75
ART 103 Visual Arts Studio $125 JAPN 102 Elem. Japanese Lab $75
ART 105 Foundation Drawing I $125 JAPN 201 Inter Japanese Lab $75
ART 106 Foundation Drawing II $125 JAPN 202 Inter Japanese Lab $75
ART 151 Foundations Art I $125 LANG 454 Sel Top Int Film Lab $75
ART 152 Foundations Art II $125 LARCH 128 Tech Graphics Lab $150
ART 205 Beginning Drawing $125 LARCH 151 Basic Design I $150
ART 207 Beginning Painting $125 LARCH 152 Basic Design II $150
ART 207 Beginning Painting $125 LARCH 251 LARCH Des Fund Lab $150
ART 209 Beginning Sculpture $125 LARCH 252 Site Design Lab $150
ART 209 Beginning Sculpture $125 LARCH 262 Design Impl I Lab $150
ART 211 Begin Printmaking $125 LARCH 351 Regional Design Lab $150
ART 211 Begin Printmaking $125 LARCH 352 Urban Design Lab $150
ART 213 Begin Photography $125 LARCH 362 Design Impl II Lab $150
ART 213 Begin Photography $125 LARCH 413 Professional Dev Lab $150
ART 215 Begin Graphic Design $125 LARCH 428 Comput Aided Des Lab $150
ART 217 Beginning Ceramics $125 LARCH 438 Advanced Cad Lab $150
ART 219 Beginning Papermaking $125 LARCH 451 Community Design Lab $150
ART 221 Beginning New Media $75 LARCH 452 Offcampus Studio Lab $150
ART 223 Woodworking Studio $125 LARCH 462 LA Tech III Lab $150
ART 305 Drawing $125 LARCH 550 Professional Project $150
ART 305 Intermediate Drawing $125 LARCH 551 Land Arch Des V Lab $150
ART 307 Painting $125 LARCH 552 Exit Project $150
ART 307 Painting $125 LARCH 562 Land Arch Tech IV $150
ART 309 Sculpture $125 LARCH 801 Orientation I Lab $150
ART 309 Sculpture $125 LARCH 802 Orientation II Lab $150
ART 311 Printmaking $125 LARCH 813 Adv Reg Design Lab $150
ART 311 Printmaking $125 LARCH 823 Adv Comm Design Lab $150
ART 313 Photography $125 LARCH 843 Interdisc Design Lab $150
ART 315 Graphic Design $125 LARCH 853 Interdis Des Lab $150
ART 317 Ceramic Arts $125 MUSIC 101 Beg Class Piano I $0
ART 321 New Media Art 2 $125 MUSIC 102 Beg Class Piano II $0
ART 405 Drawing $125 MUSIC 111 Beg Class Guitar I $0
ART 405 Drawing $125 MUSIC 121 Begin Class Voice $0
ART 407 Painting $125 MUSIC 151 Applied Music $0
ART 409 Sculpture $125 MUSIC 151 Applied Music $0
ART 411 Printmaking $125 MUSIC 152 Applied Music $0
ART 413 Photography $125 MUSIC 153 App Music for Majors $0
ART 415 Graphic Design $125 MUSIC 154 App Music for Majors $0
ART 417 Ceramic Arts $125 MUSIC 180 Intro Music Tech Lab $75
ART 472 BFA Senior Studio II $125 MUSIC 185 Audio Tech Lab $75
ART 605 Drawing $125 MUSIC 251 Applied Music $0
ART 607 Painting $125 MUSIC 252 Applied Music $0
ART 609 Sculpture $125 MUSIC 253 App Music for Majors $0
ART 611 Printmaking $125 MUSIC 254 App Music for Majors $0
ART 613 Photography $125 MUSIC 280 Sound Reinfrcmt Lab $75
ART 617 Ceramic Arts $125 MUSIC 351 Applied Music $0
ART 813 Photo Imaging $125 MUSIC 352 Applied Music $0
ART 840 Visual Arts Studio $125 MUSIC 353 App Music for Majors $0
ART 850 Visual Arts Studio $125 MUSIC 354 App Music for Majors $0
ART 851 Visual Arts Studio $125 MUSIC 380 Audio Engr I Lab $75
ART 870 Visual Arts Studio $125 MUSIC 451 Applied Music $0
ART 871 Visual Arts Studio $125 MUSIC 452 Applied Music $0
ART 880 Visual Arts Studio $125 MUSIC 453 App Music for Majors $0
C R P 434 GIS/Land Plan Lab $75 MUSIC 454 App Music for Majors $0
C R P 634 GIS/Land Plan Lab $75 MUSIC 480 Audio Engr Lab II $75
C R P 802 Site Planning Lab $75 MUSIC 485 Production Wkshp Lab $75
C R P 803 Quant Analysis Lab $75 MUSIC 680 Audio Engr Lab II $75
C R P 804 LND Use Analysis Lab $75 PDBE 805 Readings:ARCH $75
C R P 807 Prof Studio Lab $75 PDBE 806 Readings:LARCH $75
C R P 832 Prob In Site Pln Lab $75 PDBE 807 Readings:Planning $75
C R P 834 Spatial MOD/GIS Lab $75 PDBE 808 Readings:CSM $75
C R P 835 GIS/Remote Sense Lab $75 PDBE 809 Research Workshop Lab $75
C S M 202 Structures II Lab $100 PDBE 990 Directed Studies $75
C S M 204 Cont Documents Lab $100 PORT 101 Elem Portuguese Lab $75
C S M 303 Soils & Found Lab $100 PORT 102 Elem Portuguese Lab $75
C S M 351 Const Estimating Lab $100 RUSS 101 Elem Russian Lab $75
C S M 352 Const Scheduling Lab $100 RUSS 102 Elem Russian Lab $75
C S M 353 Const Estimat II Lab $100 RUSS 201 Inter Russian Lab $75
C S M 454 Const Capstone Lab $100 RUSS 202 Intermed Russian Lab $75
CHIN 101 Elem Chinese Lab $75 SPAN 101 Elem Spanish Lab $75
CHIN 102 Elem Chinese Lab $75 SPAN 102 Elem Spanish Lab $75
CHIN 201 Intermed Chinese Lab $75 SPAN 104 Basic Spanish Lab $75
CHIN 202 Intermed Chinese Lab $75 SPAN 201 Intermed Spanish Lab $75
CHIN 203 Chin Read/Comp I Lab $75 SPAN 202 Intermed Spanish Lab $75
CHIN 204 Chin Read/Comp II Lab $75 THEA 267 Stage Makeup Lab $100
COMM 150 Intro Human Com Lab $75 THEA 278 Acting I Lab $100
COMM 201 Intro Comm Study Lab $75 THEA 288 Intro to Cad Lab $75
COMM 250 Public Speaking Lab $75 THEA 368 Voice For Stage Lab $100
COMM 320 E-Journalism Lab $100 THEA 447 Playwriting Workshop $100
COMM 451 Film Theo/Crit Lab $75 THEA 477 Stage Design Lab $100
DSIGN 321 Wood Shop Prac Lab $150 THEA 479 Acting II Lab $100
DSIGN 370 Design Prin Lab $75 THEA 487 Stage Lighting I Lab $100
EDP 805 Readings:ARCH $75 THEA 488 Stage Lighting II Lab $100
EDP 806 Readings:LARCH $75 THEA 497 Scene Painting Lab $100
EDP 807 Readings:Planning $75 THEA 647 Playwriting Workshop $100
EDP 808 Readings:CSM $75 THEA 687 Stage Lighting I Lab $100
EDP 809 Research Workshop Lab $75 THEA 697 Scene Painting Lab $100
EDP 990 Directed Studies $75
Course Abbrv/Number Course Description Lab Fee Course Abbrv/Number Course Description Lab Fee
ACCT 204 Acct Procedures Lab $75 MBA 871 Prog & Sys Development $75
ANTH 474 Primatology Lab $75 MGT 818 E Com Wed Dev $75
ECON 405 Intro Econometri Lab $75 MGT 819 Inf Sys Supp Chn Lab $75
ECON 605 Intro Econometri Lab $75 MGT 866 Sys Anlys & Dsgn Lab $75
GC 102 Comp Art & Cad Lab $75 MKT 399 Mktg Internship $75
GC 103 GCI for PkgSC Lab $150 POSC 341 Quant Meth PO SC Lab $75
GC 104 Graphic Com I Lab $150 PSYCH 202 Intro Psychology Lab $75
GC 165 GC Fundamentals Lab $75 PSYCH 309 Intro Exp Psych Lab $75
GC 207 Graphic Com II Lab $150 PSYCH 310 Adv Exp Psych Lab $75
GC 215 Photo/Dig Imag Lab $150 PSYCH 325 Physio-Psych Lab $75
GC 310 Electr Workflow Lab $150 PSYCH 334 Cognitive Psych Lab $75
GC 340 Dig Img & Emedia Lab $75 PSYCH 423 Perception Lab $75
GC 406 Pkg & Spec Prtg Lab $150 PSYCH 492 Senior Laboratory $75
GC 407 Adv Flexo Methods Lab $150 PSYCH 495 Pract Appl Psych Lab $75
GC 440 Commercial Print Lab $150 PSYCH 496 Psychology Lab $75
GC 444 Curnt Dev In GC Lab $150 RS 303 Meth Soc Res I Lab $100
GC 445 Adv Screen Prtg Lab $150 RS 495 Field Exper Lab $100
GC 446 Ink & Substrates Lab $150 SOC 205 Sociology Lab $75
GC 448 Plan & Con Print Lab $150 SOC 303 Meth Soc Res I Lab $75
GC 606 Pkg & Spec Prtg Lab $150 SOC 495 Field Exper Lab $75
GC 607 Adv Flexo Methods Lab $150 SOC 497 Senior Laboratory $75
GC 640 Commercial Print Lab $150 SOC 635 Leadership & Teams Lab $75
GC 644 Curnt Dev In GC Lab $150 SOC 803 Surv Dsgns Appl Res $75
GC 645 Adv Screen Prtg Lab $150 SOC 836 Environment Soc Lab $75
GC 646 Ink & Substrates Lab $150
GC 648 Plan & Con Print Lab $150
College of Business and Behavioral Science
GC 801 Cont Color Repro Lab $150
GC 811 Prtg Ind Operat Lab $150
GC 831 Color Sci for GC Lab $150
Course Abbrv/Number Course Description Lab Fee Course Abbrv/Number Course Description Lab Fee
AG ED 200 Agr Appl Ed Tech Lab $100 ENR 302 Nat Res Measure Lab $150
AG ED 201 Intro To AG ED Lab $100 ENR 434 GIS/Land Plan Lab $150
AG ED 203 Teaching AgriSci Lab $100 ENR 634 GIS/Land Plan Lab $150
AG ED 303 AG ED Mech Tech Lab $100 ENT 301 Insect Biol & Div Lab $125
AG ED 401 Instr Methods Lab $100 ENT 308 Apiculture Lab $125
AG ED 404 Biotechnology Lab $100 ENT 400 Insect Morph Lab $125
AG ED 406 Directed Teaching $200 ENT 401 Ins Pst Orn Plnt Lab $100
AG ED 407 Int In Ext/LDR Edu $200 ENT 407 Appl AG Ent Lab $100
AG ED 409 AgriSci Inst Lab $100 ENT 408 Dis/Insect Turf Lab $100
AG ED 425 Teach AG Mech Lab $150 ENT 409 Urban Entomology Lab $75
AG ED 480 Digital Classroom Lab $100 ENT 409 Urban Entomology Lab $75
AG ED 482 Adv Ed App Micro Lab $100 ENT 415 Insect Taxonomy Lab $125
AG ED 601 Instr Methods Lab $100 ENT 436 Insect Behavior Lab $125
AG ED 609 AgriSC Institute Lab $100 ENT 455 Med and Vet Ent Lab $125
AG ED 625 Teaching AG Mech Lab $150 ENT 469 Aquatic Insects Lab $125
AG ED 680 Digital Classroom Lab $100 ENT 600 Insect Morph Lab $125
AG ED 682 Adv Ed App Micro Lab $100 ENT 601 Ins Pst Orn Plnt Lab $100
AG ED 736 Internship:Teach Lab $100 ENT 607 Appl AG Ento Lab $100
AG ED 737 Intern AG Firms Lab $100 ENT 608 Dis/Insect Turf Lab $100
AG ED 804 Special Problems Lab $100 ENT 609 Urban Entomology Lab $100
AG ED 815 Agric Power Mech Lab $100 ENT 615 Insect Taxonomy Lab $125
AG M 101 Intro AG Mech & Bus $100 ENT 636 Insect Behavior Lab $125
AG M 205 Prin of Fabricat Lab $200 ENT 655 Med and Vet Ent Lab $125
AG M 206 Machinery Mgt Lab $100 ENT 669 Aquatic Insects Lab $100
AG M 221 Land Measurement Lab $150 ENT 700 ENT for Teachers Lab $100
AG M 303 Cal For Mech AG Lab $100 ENT 808 Tax Immature Ins Lab $100
AG M 402 Land Drain Irrig Lab $100 ENT 843 Insect Pathology Lab $100
AG M 405 AG Struct & Env Lab $100 ENT 853 Appl Systems Lab $100
AG M 406 Hydro Sys Lab $100 ENT 870 Insec PH/MOL Bio Lab $150
AG M 410 Precision AG Tec Lab $150 ENTOX 822 Analytical Tox Lab $125
AG M 452 Mobile Power Lab $100 ENTOX 831 Biomark In Tox Lab $125
AG M 460 Electrical Sys Lab $100 ENTOX 841 Tech Eco Risk As Lab $125
AG M 472 Capstone Lab $150 ENTOX 852 Ecological Model Lab $125
AG M 602 Land Drain Irrig Lab $100 ENTOX 863 Selected Topic Lab $125
AG M 605 AG Struct & Env Lab $100 EX ST 301 Introd Stat Lab $100
AG M 606 Mech & Hydro Sys Lab $100 EX ST 311 Intro Stats II Lab $100
AG M 610 Precision AG Tec Lab $150 EX ST 801 Statistical Meth Lab $100
AG M 652 Mobile Power Lab $100 FNR 204 Soil Info Sys Lab $150
AG M 660 Electrical Sys Lab $100 FNR 466 Stream Ecology Lab $150
AG M 712 Farm Mach Mgt Lab $100 FNR 666 Stream Ecology Lab $150
AGRIC 491 SR Honors Res Lab $100 FNR 730 Mstr Naturalist Lab $75
AGRIC 492 SR Honors Res Lab $100 FD SC 215 Culinary Fund Lab $150
AP EC 426 Crop Sys Analysis Lab $100 FD SC 216 Baking Science Lab $150
AP EC 626 Crop Sys Analysis Lab $100 FD SC 304 Eval Dairy Prod Lab $150
College of Agriculture, Forestry & Life Sciences
AVS 151 Intro Ani Sci Lab $150 FD SC 401 Food Chem I Lab $150
AVS 200 Beef Cattle Tech Lab $200 FD SC 402 Food Chem II Lab $150
AVS 201 Poultry Techniques $200 FD SC 406 Food Prsv & Proc Lab $150
AVS 203 Dairy Sci Tech Lab $150 FD SC 407 Quantity FD Prod Lab $150
AVS 204 Hourse Care Tech Lab $150 FD SC 408 Food Process Eng Lab $150
AVS 205 Horsemanship I $200 FD SC 410 Food Product Dev Lab $150
AVS 206 Swine Techniques Lab $200 FD SC 421 Special Problems $150
AVS 207 Horsemanship II $150 FD SC 430 Dairy Pro & Sant Lab $150
AVS 208 Tch Horsemanship Lab $150 FD SC 601 Food Chem I Lab $150
AVS 209 Lvstck Exhi Tech Lab $100 FD SC 602 Food Chem II Lab $150
AVS 301 Anat/Phy Dom Ani Lab $200 FD SC 606 Food Prsv & Proc Lab $150
AVS 302 Livstk Sel Eva I Lab $200 FD SC 607 Quantity FD Prod Lab $150
AVS 303 Livstk Sel Eva II Lab $150 FD SC 608 Food Process Eng Lab $150
AVS 305 Meat Grd & Selec Lab $150 FD SC 610 Food Product Dev Lab $150
AVS 307 Fluid Milk Lab $100 FD SC 630 Dairy Pro & Sant Lab $150
AVS 309 Equine Evaluation $200 FD SC 815 FD Serv Sys Mgt Lab $150
AVS 311 DY Cattle Sel Lab $150 FD SC 821 Selected Topics $150
AVS 312 Forage/Graze Sys Lab $200 FOR 205 Dendrology Lab $150
AVS 323 Products Evaluation $150 FOR 206 Forest Ecology Lab $150
AVS 375 Appl Animal Nutr Lab $200 FOR 227 Arbor Techniques $100
AVS 385 Equine Behav Train $200 FOR 251 FOR Communities $150
AVS 386 Adv EQ Behav & Train $150 FOR 252 Forest Operations $100
AVS 401 Beef Production $200 FOR 253 Forest Mensuration $150
AVS 405 Advanced Sel & Eval $150 FOR 254 Forest Products $150
AVS 412 Adv Equine Mgmt Lab $150 FOR 302 Forest Biometric Lab $100
AVS 413 Animal Products Lab $200 FOR 305 Elemts of FOR Lab $100
AVS 414 Basic Immunology Lab $150 FOR 308 Remote Sensing Lab $150
AVS 416 Equine Ex Phys Lab $150 FOR 314 Harv & FOR Prod Lab $150
AVS 417 Ani Agribus Dev Lab $150 FOR 406 FOR Watershd Mgt Lab $150
AVS 418 Mus Bio/LN Meats Lab $150 FOR 410 Harvesting Proc Lab $75
AVS 450 Sust Lvstk Sys Lab $150 FOR 413 Int FOR Pest Mgt Lab $150
AVS 453 Animal Reproduct Lab $150 FOR 415 FOR Wldlife Mgmt Lab $150
AVS 455 Animal Repro Mgt Lab $75 FOR 425 FOR Res Mgt Pln Lab $100
AVS 601 Beef Production Lab $150 FOR 431 Mgt FOR Rec Lab $150
AVS 612 Adv Equine Mgmt Lab $150 FOR 433 GPS Applications Lab $150
AVS 613 Animal Products  $150 FOR 434 GIS/Land Plan Lab $150
AVS 614 Basic Immunology Lab $150 FOR 465 Silviculture Lab $150
AVS 616 Equine Exercise Lab $75 FOR 493 Selected Topics Lab $150
AVS 617 Ani Agribus Dev Lab $75 FOR 610 Harvest Process Lab $150
AVS 618 Mus & Lean Meats Lab $150 FOR 613 Int FOR Pest Mgt Lab $150
AVS 653 Animal Reproduct Lab $200 FOR 615 FOR Wildlife Mgmt Lab $150
AVS 655 Animal Repro Mgt Lab $200 FOR 631 Mgt FOR Rec Lab $150
B E 212 Fundamentals BE Lab $150 FOR 633 GPS Applications Lab $150
B E 222 Geomeasurements Lab $150 FOR 634 GIS/Land Plan Lab $150
B E 301 BE Honors Thesis Res $100 FOR 665 Silviculture Lab $150
B E 400 BE Honors Thesis Res $100 FOR 805 FOR Lndscp Ecsys Lab $150
B E 410 Biol Kinetics Lab $200 FOR 812 Fire Ecol & Mgt Lab $150
B E 414 BE Unit Ops Lab $100 FOR 815 Sys Proc Nat Res Lab $100
B E 415 Instr & Control Lab $125 FOR 816 Remote Sens & GIS Lab $100
B E 417 Appl Inst & Cont Lab $100 FOR 893 Selected Topics Lab $100
B E 421 Engr Sys SW Mgt Lab $100 GEN 301 Fundamental Gen Lab $150
B E 435 Appl in Biotech Eng $100 GEN 303 Mol Gen Genet Lab $150
B E 438 Bioproc Eng Des Lab $150 GEN 411 Fund Genetics I Lab $150
B E 440 Renew Energy Eng Lab $100 GEN 418 Biotechnology I Lab $150
B E 442 Prop & Proc Bio Prod $100 GEN 421 Fund Genetics II Lab $150
B E 464 Nonpt Source Mgt Lab $125 GEN 490 Selected Topics $150
B E 474 BE Dsgn/Proj Mgt Lab $150 GEN 611 Fund Genetics I Lab $75
B E 475 BE Capstone Design $150 GEN 618 Biotechnology I Lab $150
B E 610 Biol Kinetics Lab $200 GEN 730 Gen Top For Tchr Lab $150
B E 614 BE Unit Ops Lab $100 GEN 801 Cytogenetics Lab $150
B E 615 Instr & Control Lab $125 HORT 102 Experience Hort $125
B E 617 Appl Inst & Cont Lab $100 HORT 213 Turf Culture Lab $125
B E 635 Appl in Biotech Eng $100 HORT 303 Landscape Plants Lab $125
B E 638 Bioproc Eng Des Lab $150 HORT 304 Annuals & Perenn Lab $125
B E 640 Renew Energy Eng Lab $100 HORT 306 Plant Prop Tech Lab $150
B E 642 Prop & Proc Bio Prod $100 HORT 308 Landscape Des Lab $125
B E 664 Nonpt Source Mgt Lab $125 HORT 310 Growing Lndscp Plant $150
B E 835 Ind Biotec Tech Lab $100 HORT 406 Nursery Tech Lab $100
B T 220 Biosystems Tec I Lab $75 HORT 412 Adv Turfgr Mgt Lab $125
B T 240 Biosys Tech II Lab $75 HORT 433 Turf Weed Mgt Lab $100
BIOCH 302 Molec Bioch Lab $150 HORT 461 Prob Landscape Des Lab $100
BIOCH 306 Essen Elem Bioch Lab $150 HORT 472 Garden w/ Youth Lab $100
BIOCH 433 Gen Bioch Lab I $150 HORT 606 Nursery Tech Lab $100
BIOCH 434 Gen Bioch Lab II $150 HORT 612 Adv Turfgr Mgt Lab $125
BIOCH 490 Selected Topics $150 HORT 633 Turf Weed Mgt Lab $100
BIOCH 633 Gen Bioch Lab I $150 HORT 661 Prob Landscape Des Lab $100
BIOCH 634 Gen Bioch Lab II $150 HORT 672 Garden w/ Youth Lab $100
BIOL 105 General Biol Lab I $175 HORT 701 Plnt & En SC Lab $100
BIOL 106 Gen Biology Lab II $175 HORT 814 Env Pl Strs Phys Lab $100
BIOL 109 Intr To Life Sci Lab $175 MICRO 205 Intro Micro Lab $200
BIOL 110 Prin of Biol I Lab $175 MICRO 305 General Microbio Lab $200
BIOL 111 Prin of Biol II Lab $175 MICRO 394 Creative Inq I Lab $150
BIOL 120 Biological Inq Lab $175 MICRO 401 Micro Divsty/Eco Lab $200
BIOSC 206 Plt Form & Func Lab $100 MICRO 403 Marine Microbio Lab $200
BIOSC 222 Human Anat Phy I Lab $175 MICRO 407 FD & Dairy Micro Lab $200
BIOSC 2 Anat/Phys II Lab $175 MICRO 410 Soil Microbio Lab $200
BIOSC 301 Insect Biol & Div Lab $175 MICRO 411 Pathogenic Bact Lab $200
BIOSC 306 Invert Biol Lab $200 MICRO 412 Bact Physiol Lab $200
BIOSC 307 Vertebrate Biol Lab $175 MICRO 413 Industrial Micro Lab $200
BIOSC 308 Biol Plts Praticum $175 MICRO 414 Basic Immunology Lab $200
BIOSC 309 Algae/Fungi Pract $175 MICRO 415 Microbial Gen Lab $200
BIOSC 315 Fnct Hum Anatomy Lab $175 MICRO 417 Cancer and Aging Lab $200
BIOSC 316 Human Physiology Lab $200 MICRO 418 Biotechnology I Lab $200
BIOSC 320 Field Botany Lab $175 MICRO 457 M/V Parasit Lab/P $175
BIOSC 394 Creative Inq I Lab $150 MICRO 491 Research In Micro $175
BIOSC 400 Insect Morph Lab $150 MICRO 491 Research In Micro $175
BIOSC 402 Plant Physiology Lab $175 MICRO 494 Creative Inq II Lab $150
BIOSC 407 Plant Taxonomy Lab $175 MICRO 495 Service Learning Lab $125
BIOSC 409 Comp Vert Morph Lab $175 MICRO 601 Micro Divty/Ecol Lab $200
BIOSC 409 Comp Vert Morph Lab $175 MICRO 603 Marine Microbio Lab $200
BIOSC 411 Limnol Analysis/P $175 MICRO 607 FD & Dairy Micro Lab $200
BIOSC 414 Basic Immunology Lab $200 MICRO 610 Soil Microbio Lab $200
BIOSC 415 Insect Taxonomy Lab $150 MICRO 611 Pathogenic Bact Lab $200
BIOSC 418 Biotechnology I Lab $175 MICRO 612 Bact Physiol Lab $200
BIOSC 426 Mycology Practicum/P $175 MICRO 613 Industrial Micro Lab $200
BIOSC 428 Quantitiative Bio Lab $150 MICRO 614 Basic Immunology Lab $200
BIOSC 433 Animal Histol Lab/P $150 MICRO 615 Microbial Gen Lab $200
BIOSC 434 Biol Chem Tech Lab $175 MICRO 617 Cancer and Aging Lab $200
BIOSC 436 Insect Behavior Lab $150 MICRO 618 Biotechnology I Lab $200
BIOSC 444 Freshwater Eco Lab $175 MICRO 657 M/V Parasit Lab/P $175
BIOSC 445 Ecology Lab/P $175 MICRO 802 Bact Technic Lab $200
BIOSC 447 Plant Ecology Lab/P $175 MICRO 805 Clin Micro Imm Lab $200
BIOSC 450 Develop Biol Lab/P $175 NUTR 424 Med Nutr Thera I Lab $150
BIOSC 453 Plt Anat/Morph Lab/P $175 NUTR 425 Med Nutr Ther II Lab $150
BIOSC 454 Plant Virology Lab $175 NUTR 624 Med Nutr Thera I Lab $150
BIOSC 455 Med and Vet Ent Lab $175 NUTR 625 Med Nutr Ther II Lab $150
BIOSC 457 M/V Parasit Lab/P $175 PKGSC 202 Pkging Mtl & Mfg Lab $150
BIOSC 460 Syst Physiol Lab/P $200 PKGSC 206 Container Sys Lab $150
BIOSC 462 Cell Biology Lab/P $200 PKGSC 220 Pkg Drawing/CAD Lab $175
BIOSC 464 Mammalogy Lab $150 PKGSC 320 Pkg Design Fund Lab $175
BIOSC 468 Herpetology Lab $150 PKGSC 416 Appl Poly In Pkg Lab $175
BIOSC 469 Aquatic Insects Lab $150 PKGSC 420 Pkg Design & Dev $150
BIOSC 471 Behavioral Eco Lab/P $175 PKGSC 421 Special Problems $150
BIOSC 472 Ornithology Lab $150 PKGSC 430 Convert Flex Pkg Lab $200
BIOSC 474 Primatology Lab $150 PKGSC 454 Prod Pkg Evl Lab $150
BIOSC 476 Comp Physiol Lab/P $200 PKGSC 464 FD & HC Pkg Sys Lab $175
BIOSC 477 Ichthyology Lab $150 PKGSC 616 Appl Poly In Pkg Lab $175
BIOSC 481 Web Dsgn Life SC Lab $150 PKGSC 620 Pkg Design & Dev Lab $150
BIOSC 482 Lab Tec For Tchr Lab $175 PKGSC 630 Convert Flex Pkg Lab $200
BIOSC 487 Microscopy Thry Lab $200 PKGSC 654 Prod Pkg Evl Lab $150
BIOSC 489 Clin App Med Pra Lab $200 PKGSC 664 FD & HC Pkg Sys Lab $175
BIOSC 491 Research In Biosc $175 PKGSC 804 Flexible Pkg Lab $175
BIOSC 491 Research In Biosc $175 PKGSC 806 Semi-Rigid Pkg Lab $175
BIOSC 494 Creative Inquiry Lab $150 PKGSC 821 Selected Problems $175
BIOSC 495 Service Learning Lab $150 PL PA 310 Pl Dis & People Lab $100
BIOSC 497 Special Topics Lab $150 PL PA 408 Dis/Insect Turf Lab $125
BIOSC 600 Insect Morph Lab $150 PL PA 411 Pl Disease Dia I Lab $100
BIOSC 602 Plant Physiology Lab $175 PL PA 426 Mycology Practicum/P $100
BIOSC 607 Plant Taxonomy Lab $175 PL PA 454 Plant Virology Lab $75
BIOSC 609 Comp Vert Morph Lab $175 PL PA 459 Plant Nematology Lab $100
BIOSC 611 Limnol Analysis/P $175 PL PA 608 Dis/Insect Turf Lab $125
BIOSC 614 Basic Immunology Lab $200 PL PA 611 Pl Disease Dia I Lab $100
BIOSC 615 Insect Taxonomy Lab $150 PL PA 626 Mycology Practicum/P $100
BIOSC 618 Biotechnology I Lab $175 PL PA 654 Plant Virology Lab $75
BIOSC 626 Mycology Practicum/P $175 PL PA 659 Plant Nematology Lab $100
BIOSC 628 Quantitiative Bio Lab $150 PL PA 802 Selected Topics Lab $100
BIOSC 633 Animal Histol Lab/P $150 PL PA 809 Analytical Tech Lab $100
BIOSC 636 Insect Behavior Lab $150 PL PA 810 Fung & Bac Paths Lab $100
BIOSC 644 Freshwater Eco Lab $175 PL PA 811 Plant Vir & Nem Lab $100
BIOSC 645 Ecology Lab/P $175 PL PA 813 Fungal Eco & Pth Lab $100
BIOSC 647 Plant Ecology Lab/P $175 SSCS 497 Creative Inquiry Lab $75
BIOSC 650 Develop Biol Lab/P $175 WFB 102 Mehods of AFW Biol $100
BIOSC 653 Plt Anat/Morph Lab/P $175 WFB 301 Wildlife Biology Lab $100
BIOSC 654 Plant Virology Lab $175 WFB 410 Wildlife Mgt Tech Lab $150
BIOSC 655 Med and Vet Ent Lab $175 WFB 412 Wildlife Mgt Lab $150
BIOSC 657 M/V Parasit Lab/P $175 WFB 416 Fishery Biology Lab $150
BIOSC 660 Syst Physiol Lab/P $200 WFB 444 Wildlife Dmge Mgt Lab $150
BIOSC 662 Cell Biology Lab/P $200 WFB 469 Aquatic Insects Lab $100
BIOSC 664 Mammalogy Lab $150 WFB 476 Avian Fld Mthds Lab $150
BIOSC 668 Herpetology Lab $150 WFB 493 Selected Topics Lab $100
BIOSC 669 Aquatic Insects Lab $150 WFB 610 Wildlife Mgt Tech Lab $150
BIOSC 671 Behavioral Eco Lab $175 WFB 612 Wildlife Mgt Lab $150
BIOSC 672 Ornithology Lab $150 WFB 616 Fishery Biology Lab $150
BIOSC 674 Primatology Lab $150 WFB 644 Wildlife Dmge Mgt Lab $150
BIOSC 676 Comp Physiol Lab/P $200 WFB 669 Aquatic Insects Lab $100
BIOSC 677 Ichthyology Lab $150 WFB 676 Avia Fld Methods Lab $150
BIOSC 681 Web Dsgn Life SC Lab $150 WFB 815 Prin Wildlife Biol Lab $100
BIOSC 687 Microscopy Thry Lab $200 WFB 818 Waterfowl Ecol/Mgt Lab $100
BIOSC 730 SC Life Topics Lab $175 WFB 840 Fish Management Lab $100
BIOSC 731 DNA Technology Lab $100 WFB 860 Diag Fish Dis Lab $100
BIOSC 732 Forensic Science Lab $100
BIOSC 733 Tech For Teachers Lab $100
BIOSC 803 Popn Dynamics Lab $150
BIOSC 816 Adv Ecosys Anl I Lab $150
BIOSC 831 Biomark In Tox Lab $100
BIOSC 872 Selected Topics Lab $150
BIOSC 888 Microscopy Prac Lab $200
BOT 824 Mode Act Grw Sub Lab $150
BOT 831 Adv Plant Taxon Lab $150
BOT 850 Plant Tissue Cult Lab $150
BOT 860 Pla A&C Bio Lab $150
CSENV 202 Soils Lab $100
CSENV 403 Soil Gen & Class Lab $100
CSENV 404 Soils & Land Use Lab $100
CSENV 405 Plant Breeding Lab $100
CSENV 424 Applied Forage Crops $100
CSENV 425 Seed Sci & Tech Lab $100
CSENV 426 Crop Sys Analysis Lab $100
CSENV 433 Turf Weed Mgt Lab $100
CSENV 453 Soil Fertility Lab $100
CSENV 453 Soil Fertility Lab $100
CSENV 475 Phys & Chem Lab $100
CSENV 603 Soil Gen & Class Lab $100
CSENV 604 Soils & Land Use Lab $100
CSENV 605 Plant Breeding Lab $100
CSENV 624 Applied Forage Crops $100
CSENV 625 Seed Sci & Tech Lab $100
CSENV 626 Crop Sys Analysis Lab $100
CSENV 633 Turf Weed Mgt Lab $100
CSENV 653 Soil Fertility Lab $100
CSENV 675 Soil Phys & Chem Lab $100
CSENV 807 Soil Physics Lab $100
CSENV 808 Soil Chemistry Lab $100
Course Abbrv/Number Course Description Lab Fee Course Abbrv/Number Course Description Lab Fee
ASTR 103 Solar System Astr Lab $100 EG 208 Engr Gr & Design Lab $100
ASTR 104 Stellar Astr Lab $100 EG 209 Int Engr/C Graph Lab $100
AU E 816 Eng Com & Emiss Lab $200 EG 210 Cad & Engr App $100
AU E 883 Applied Integ Lab $200 EE&S 202 Env Eng Fund II Lab $75
AU E 885 Auto Ergonomics Lab $200 EE&S 411 Rad Detect MMT Lab $200
AU E 887 Meth Vhcle Test Lab $200 EE&S 475 Cap Design Proj Lab $75
AU E 890 Auto Eng Project $200 EE&S 611 Rad Detect MMT Lab $200
BIO E 302 Biomaterials Lab $150 EE&S 805 Lab w/ WW TRT Ops $200
BIO E 370 Bioinst & Imging Lab $150 EE&S 813 Env Rad Pro Lab $200
BIO E 402 Biocompatibility Lab $150 EE&S 844 Environ Chem Lab I $150
BIO E 403 App Bio E Design Lab $150 EE&S 849 Environ Chem II Lab $200
BIO E 448 Tissue Enginering Lab $150 ENGR 101 Intro To Engr $100
BIO E 476 Biosurface Engr Lab $150 ENGR 120 Engr Prob Solve Lab $100
BIO E 482 Biomat Implant Lab $200 ENGR 130 Engr Fundamental Lab $100
BIO E 490 Internship $150 ENGR 141 Prog/Prob Solv Lab $100
BIO E 491 Research In Bio E $150 ENGR 180 Computer In Engr Lab $100
BIO E 491 Research In Bio E $150 GEOL 102 Earth History Lab $100
BIO E 682 Biomat Implant Lab $200 GEOL 103 Physical Geology Lab $150
BIO E 802 Biocompatibility Lab $150 GEOL 103 Physical Geology Lab $150
College of Engineering & Sciences
BIO E 848 Cell-Biomat Int Lab $150 GEOL 114 Earth Resources Lab $100
BIO E 870 Bioinstrument Lab $150 GEOL 207 Min & Intro Pet Lab $150
BIO E 882 Biomat Implant Lab $150 GEOL 208 Mineral &Petrog Lab $150
C E 206 Structural Mech Lab $150 GEOL 302 Struct Geology Lab $100
C E 251 An Tech In C E Lab $75 GEOL 313 Sed & Strat Lab $100
C E 255 Geomatics Lab $150 GEOL 314 Sed Petrology Lab $100
C E 321 Geotech Engr Lab $150 GEOL 316 Ing & Meta Petro Lab $150
C E 351 Civil Eng Matrl Lab $150 GEOL 401 Appl Geophysics Lab $75
C E 411 Roadway Geo Dsgn Lab $150 GEOL 403 Invert Paleontol Lab $100
C E 455 Prop Conc & Asphalt $150 GEOL 405 Surficial Geol Lab $100
C E 459 Capstone Des Prj Lab $150 GEOL 409 Subsurface Methods Lab $200
C E 611 Roadway Geo Dsgn Lab $150 GEOL 413 Stratigraphy Lab $100
C E 655 Prop Conc & Asphalt $150 GEOL 451 Selected Topics Lab $100
C E 807 Wind Engineering Lab $150 GEOL 601 Appl Geophysics Lab $75
C E 853 Apps In Traff En Lab $150 GEOL 603 Invrt Paleontol Lab $100
C E 854 Travel Dmnd For Lab $150 GEOL 605 Surficial Geol Lab $100
C M E 241 Metrics $150 GEOL 613 Stratigraphy Lab $100
C M E 342 Struct/Property $150 GEOL 651 Selected Topics Lab $100
C M E 441 MFG Laboratory $150 GEOL 800 Grd/Water Geoch Lab $100
C M E 821 X-Ray Diffractom Lab $150 GEOL 801 Fld Geophys Tech Lab $100
C M E 822 Scan Elec Micro Lab $150 GEOL 850 Selected Topics Lab $100
C M E 823 Trans Elect Micr Lab $150 GEOL 875 Hydro Field Camp Lab $200
CES 101 Engr With Recit Lab $100 IE 201 System Design I Lab $100
CES 102 Eng Dis & Skills Lab $100 IE 210 Des Analy Wrk Sys Lab $150
CES 110 CES Workshop $100 IE 440 Decision Sup Sys Lab $100
CH 101 General Chem Lab $100 IE 467 System Design II Lab $150
CH 102 General Chem Lab $100 IE 482 Systems Modeling Lab $100
CH 105 Ch In Context I Lab $100 IE 640 Decision Sup Sys Lab $100
CH 106 Ch In Context II Lab $100 IE 682 Systems Modeling Lab $100
CH 201 Organic Chem Lab $100 IE 815 Rsch Meth Ergo Lab $100
CH 206 Inorg Chem Lab $100 ME 201 Statics & Dynam Lab $100
CH 227 Organic Chem Lab $100 ME 222 Mech Engr Lab I $150
CH 228 Organic Chem Lab $100 ME 333 Mech Engr Lab II $150
CH 229 Organic Chem Lab $100 ME 402 Intern Engr Des Lab $150
CH 315 Quant Analysis Lab $100 ME 418 FEA In ME Des Lab $150
CH 317 Quant Analysis Lab $100 ME 424 Mech Engr Lab IV $150
CH 339 Physical Chem Lab $100 ME 444 Mech Engr Lab III $150
CH 340 Physical Chem Lab $100 ME 471 CA Eng A & D Lab $150
CH 403 Adv Synth Tech $100 ME 671 CA Eng A & D Lab $150
CH 403 Adv Synth Tech $100 ME 812 Ex Meth Therm Lab $150
CH 412 Instr Analysis Lab $100 MTHSC 103 Elem Functions Lab $100
CH 427 Organic Spectro Lab $100 MTHSC 105 Precalculus Lab $100
CH 603 Adv Synth Tech $100 MTHSC 117 Math For Elem Tch I $100
CH 627 Organic Spectro Lab $100 MTHSC 118 Math Elem Tch II Lab $100
CH 809 Chem App/X-Ray Cr Lab $100 MTHSC 129 Prb Sol Dis Math Lab $100
CH 812 Chem Spect Meth Lab $100 MTHSC 199 Prob Solv In Mth Lab $100
CH 818 Surface Analy Lab $100 PFC 305 Tex Chem Lab $150
CH 840 Tech of Exp Chem Lab $100 PFC 306 Tex Chem Lab $150
CH 841 NMR Spectro Lab $100 PFC 405 Textile Printing Lab $150
CH E 130 Chem Eng Tools Lab $100 PFC 406 Text Finishing Lab $150
CH E 307 Unit Ops Lab I Lab $150 PFC 416 Ch Prep Of Text Lab $150
CH E 407 Unit Op Lab II Lab $150 PFC 417 Polymer Fiber Lab $150
CH E 432 Process Des II Lab $75 PFC 459 Dye and Fin Lab I $150
CP SC 101 Comp Science I Lab $150 PFC 460 Dye and Fin II Lab $150
CP SC 102 Comp Science II Lab $150 PFC 616 Ch Prep Of Text Lab $150
CP SC 104 Intro Comp Prog Lab $100 PFC 840 Anlytc Meth Txt Lab $150
CP SC 111 Elem Comp Prog Lab $150 PH SC 107 Intro Earth Sci Lab $125
CP SC 120 Intro Info Tech Lab $100 PH SC 108 Intro Phys Sci Lab $125
CP SC 161 Visual Basic Lab $100 PHYS 124 Physics Lab I $100
CP SC 210 Programing Method Lab $150 PHYS 200 Intro Physics Lab $100
CP SC 212 Algs/Data Struct Lab $150 PHYS 209 Gen Phys Lab I $100
CP SC 215 Software Dev Fndtns $150 PHYS 210 Gen Phys Lab II $100
CP SC 231 Intro Comp Org Lab $150 PHYS 223 Physics Lab II $100
CP SC 281 Selected Topics Lab $100 PHYS 224 Physics Lab III $100
CP SC 361 Data Mgmt Sys Lab $150 PHYS 325 Exper Physics I Lab $100
CP SC 491 Prof Issues II Lab $75 PHYS 326 Exper Physics II Lab $100
CP SC 740 CP SC HS Tchr I Lab $150 PHYS 475 Selected Topics Lab $100
CP SC 801 Comp Sci MFAC Lab $150 TEXT 176 Nat/MM Fibers Lab $100
CP SC 822 Case Study Op Sys Lab $150 TEXT 201 Yarn Structures Lab $150
E C E 201 Logic & Comp Dev Lab $150 TEXT 202 Fabric Struct Lab $150
E C E 209 Logic Lab $150 TEXT 308 Apparel Lab $150
E C E 209 Logic Lab $150 TEXT 314 Chem Processing Lab $150
E C E 211 Elec Engr Lab I $150 TEXT 333 The Textile Arts Lab $150
E C E 212 Elec Engr Lab II $150 TEXT 403 Fiber Proces III Lab $150
E C E 272 Comp Organize Lab $100 TEXT 411 Fabric Dev III Lab $150
E C E 273 Computer Org Lab $150 TEXT 416 Nonwoven Struct Lab $150
E C E 273 Computer Org Lab $150 TEXT 421 Fiber Science Lab $150
E C E 309 Elec Engr Lab I $150 TEXT 422 Textile Strct Lab $150
E C E 311 Elec Engr Lab III $150 TEXT 616 Nonwoven Struct Lab $150
E C E 312 Elec Engr Lab IV $150 TEXT 622 Textile Struct Lab $150
E C E 371 Microcom Inter Lab $150
E C E 372 Micro Int Lab $150
E C E 412 Elect Mach Lab $150
E C E 422 Oper Ampl Cir Lab $200
E C E 431 Digital Electron Lab $150
E C E 449 Comp Ntwrk Sec Lab $150
E C E 453 Software Pract Lab $200
E C E 459 Int Circ Design Lab $200
E C E 468 Embed Computing Lab $200
E C E 495 Int Sys Design I Lab $200
E C E 496 Int Sys Design II $200
E C E 622 Oper Ampl Cir Lab $200
E C E 631 Digital Electron Lab $150
E C E 649 Comp Ntwrk Sec Lab $150
E C E 659 Int Circ Design Lab $150
E C E 668 Embedded Comput Lab $150
E C E 811 Int Cir Des Lab $150
Course Abbrv/Number Course Description Lab Fee Course Abbrv/Number Course Description Lab Fee
A L 400 AL Internship $75 LS 159 Hunting Traditions $200
CTE 110 Intro To CTE Lab $100 LS 161 Turkey Hunting $200
CTE 180 Intr Tch DWG/CAD Lab $100 LS 164 Whitewater Kayaking $200
CTE 181 Technical Design Lab $100 LS 165 Inland Kayak Touring $200
CTE 220 Manufacturing I Lab $100 LS 167 Canoeing $200
CTE 224 Machine Tool Pro Lab $100 LS 169 Sailing $200
CTE 230 Const Tech I Lab $100 LS 171 Windsurfing $200
CTE 240 Power Tech I Lab $100 LS 173 Bass Fishing $200
CTE 250 Electricity Lab $100 LS 175 Fly Fishing $200
CTE 280 Comm Tech I Lab $100 LS 176 Beginning Fly Tying $200
CTE 310 Dsgn Crtive Inst Lab $100 LS 177 Saltwater Fy Tying $200
CTE 315 Tech Skills For Lrng $100 LS 179 Scuba I $75
CTE 371 CTE Labs Mgt Lab $100 LS 183 Intro To Rugby $150
CTE 420 Manufacturing II Lab $100 LS 185 Bowling $200
CTE 430 Constr Tech II Lab $100 LS 187 Frisbee Sports $150
CTE 440 Power Tech II Lab $100 LS 189 Tennis $150
CTE 450 Electr For Ed Lab $100 LS 194 Racquetball $150
CTE 477 Directed Teaching $200 LS 195 Inter Racquetball $150
CTE 480 Digital Classroom Lab $100 LS 196 Intro To Billiards $200
CTE 482 Adv Ed App Micro Lab $150 LS 198 Golf $150
CTE 483 Arch Draft/CTE Lab $100 LS 199 Intermediate Golf $150
CTE 484 Commun Tech II Lab $100 LS 200 Traditional Sports $150
CTE 486 Instr Media Dev Lab $100 LS 202 Field Hockey $150
CTE 630 Construc Tech II Lab $100 LS 203 Lacrosse $150
CTE 640 Power Tech II Lab $100 LS 204 Soccer $150
CTE 680 Digital Classroom Lab $100 LS 210 Learn To Dance $150
CTE 682 Adv Ed App Micro Lab $100 LS 211 Belly Dance $150
CTE 683 Arch Draft/CTE Lab $100 LS 214 Modern Dance $150
CTE 684 Commun Tech II Lab $150 LS 216 Contra Dance $150
CTE 686 Instr Media Dev Lab $100 LS 218 Ballroom Dance $150
ED 322 Respond To Emerg Lab $75 LS 219 Country West Dance $150
ED C 813 Appraisal Proced Lab $100 LS 220 Shag $150
ED C 830 Schl Coun Prac Lab $100 LS 221 Intermediate Shag $150
ED C 831 Elem Coun Pra II Lab $0 LS 222 Advanced Shag $150
ED C 834 Stu Affair Prac Lab $100 LS 227 Intro To Swing Dance $150
ED C 836 Clinical MH Prac Lab $100 LS 228 Intermediate Swing $150
ED C 839 Comm Intern II Lab $0 LS 229 Advanced Swing Dance $150
ED C 841 Sch Couns Intern Lab $100 LS 231 BOSU $150
ED C 844 Stu Aff Intern Lab $100 LS 232 Core Training $150
ED C 846 Clin MH Intern Lab $100 LS 233 Aerobic Dance $150
ED EC 484 Early Child Tch Lab $200 LS 235 Basic Yoga $150
College of Health, Education & Human Development
ED EL 481 Direct Tch Elem Lab $200 LS 236 Power/Ashtanga Yoga $150
ED F 315 Tech Skills For Lrng $100 LS 237 Kripalu Yoga $150
ED F 425 Inst Tech Strat $100 LS 238 Vinyasa Flow Yoga $150
ED F 480 Digital Classroom Lab $100 LS 242 Meditation and Relax $150
ED F 482 Adv Ed App Micro Lab $100 LS 245 Pilates $150
ED F 680 Digital Classroom Lab $100 LS 251 Running & Jogging $150
ED F 682 Adv Ed App Micro Lab $100 LS 258 Self-Defense $150
ED F 766 Service Learning Lab $75 LS 264 Aikido $150
ED F 880 Inst Tech Elem/Middl $100 LS 266 Hapkido $150
ED L 795 Sch Ldrshp Sys Lab $75 LS 270 Sports Officiating $150
ED L 895 Adv Fld Des Ed Lab $75 LS 275 First Aid/CPR $150
ED SP 476 Practicum In Ld Lab $75 LS 276 Pro CPR/First Aid $150
ED SP 478 Practicum E/BD Lab $75 LS 277 Lifeguarding $150
ED SP 479 Prac In Men Ret Lab $75 LS 278 Wilderness First Aid $150
ED SP 491 Ed As Ind W/ Dis Lab $100 LS 291 Outdoor Leadership $200
ED SP 498 Directed Teaching $200 LS 347 Adv Alpine Skiing $150
ED SP 676 Practicum In Ld Lab $75 LS 389 Intermediate Tennis $150
ED SP 678 Pract Emot Dis Lab $75 NURS 303 Nursing Of Adults $150
ED SP 679 Pract Mr Lab $75 NURS 310 Hlth Assessment Lab $150
EDSEC 412 Dir Tch Sec Schl Lab $200 NURS 312 Ther Nurs Inter Lab $150
EDSEC 444 Teach Intern Sec Eng $200 NURS 313 Assmt/Lifespan Lab $75
EDSEC 446 Teach Intern Sec Mth $200 NURS 401 Mental Hlth Nurs Lab $150
EDSEC 447 Teach Intern Sec Sci $200 NURS 403 Complex Nurs Ad Lab $150
EDSEC 448 Teach Intern Sec Soc $200 NURS 405 Lead & Mgt Nurs Lab $150
EDSEC 811 MG LA Methods Lab $75 NURS 408 Senior Nurs Pract $75
EDSEC 812 MG SS Methods Lab $75 NURS 410 Lead Mgt Prac Lab $75
EDSEC 813 MG Mth Methods Lab $75 NURS 411 Nurs Of Children Lab $150
EDSEC 814 MG Sci Methods Lab $75 NURS 412 Nurs Women & Fam Lab $150
EDSEC 821 MG LA Mth/ST Tch Lab $150 NURS 415 Comm Hlth Nurs Lab $150
EDSEC 822 MG SS Mth/ST Tch Lab $150 NURS 806 Adv Assess Nurs Lab $150
EDSEC 823 MG Mth Mth/S Tch Lab $150 NURS 819 Developing Fam Lab $150
EDSEC 824 MG Sci Mth/S Tch Lab $150 NURS 820 Child & Adol Nur Lab $150
HEHD 400 Intro Leader T&C Lab $75 NURS 821 Adult Nursing Lab $150
HEHD 410 LD Beh & Civc En Lab $75 NURS 822 Gerontology Nurs Lab $150
HEHD 600 Intro Leader T&C Lab $75 NURS 823 NP Practicum $150
HEHD 610 LD Beh & Civc En Lab $75 NURS 826 Qual Mgmt Hlthcr Lab $150
HLTH 398 Hlth Appraisal Skills $200 NURS 828 Nurse Educator Lab $150
HLTH 402 Prin Hlth Fit Lab $200 NURS 830 Clinical Spec Pract $150
L S 100 Selected Topics $150 NURS 847 Internship Lab $150
L S 101 Challenge Rec Act $150 NURS 882 Prim Care Elder Lab $150
L S 111 Lapidary Arts $200 NURS 884 Ment Hlth Adult Lab $150
L S 113 Wood Carving $200 PRTM 205 Prog & Even Plan Lab $75
L S 125 Budget Travel $150 PRTM 222 Prog & Even Plan Lab $200
L S 126 Group Initiatives $150 PRTM 223 Admin/Mgmt Lab $200
L S 133 Women's Shotgun $200 PRTM 304 Chall Crs Facil Lab $75
L S 134 Women's Hunting $200 PRTM 349 Survey Tourism Sites $75
L S 141 Top Rope Climbing $200 PRTM 351 Prof Cert Prtm Lab $200
L S 143 Mountain Biking $200 PRTM 380 Community Rec In SC $75
L S 144 Performance Cycling $200 PRTM 431 Meth Envir Inter Lab $75
L S 145 Camping/Backpacking $200 PRTM 631 Meth Envir Inter Lab $75
L S 147 Alpine Skiing $150 READ 498 Sec Content Rdg Lab $100
L S 149 Snowboarding $150 READ 865 Eval & Remed Rdr Lab $75
L S 156 Riflery $200 READ 940 Adv Diag-Rem Rdg Lab $75
L S 157 Shotgun Sports $200 TTT 777 Teaching Practicum $75
L S 158 Archery $200 TTT 791 Directed Internship $75
*The following additional fee information is posted as submitted by the University/College.
FULL-TIME (1) PART-TIME (1)
2010-11 2010-11
UNDERGRADUATE - 
RESIDENT - TUITION 4693 400
UNDERGRADUATE - 
NONRESIDENT - TUITION 12481 1050
UNDERGRADUATE - 
NONRESIDENT - 
SCHOLARSHIP - WOODROW 
& DEPARTMENTAL 6864 572
UNDERGRADUATE - 
NONRESIDENT 
SCHOLARSHIP - GENERAL 
UNIVERSITY 4693 400
UNDERGRADUATE - 
NONRESIDENT - 
SCHOLARSHIP - ATHLETICS 7488 624
ACTIVE DUTY MILITARY - 
TUITION 2748 229
UNDERGRADUATE - 
RESIDENT, NONRESIDENT 
SCHOLARSHIP, ACTIVE 
DUTY MILITARY - 17 HOURS 
AND ABOVE 80
University of South Carolina Columbia
FEE DESCRIPTION
General
UNDERGRADUATE - 
NONRESIDENT - 17 HOURS 
AND ABOVE 208
GRADUATE - RESIDENT - 
TUITION 5245 440
GRADUATE - NONRESIDENT 
- TUITION 11275 945
GRADUATE - RESIDENT - 17 
HOURS AND ABOVE 80
GRADUATE - NONRESIDENT 
- 17 HOURS AND ABOVE 170
TECHNOLOGY FEE 200 17
APPLICATION FEE - NON-
DEGREE STUDENT - 
UNDERGRADUATE 10
APPLICATION FEE - 
UNDERGRADUATE 50
APPLICATION FEE - 
GRADUATE 50
APPLICATION FEE - 
READMIT - 
UNDERGRADUATE 10
APPLICATION FEE - 
READMIT - GRADUATE 15
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT 
ENROLLMENT FEE - ONE 
TIME CHARGE 500
SHORT TERM 
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT 
FEE 125
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT 
ENROLLMENT FEE - IMBA 125
NATIONAL STUDENT 
EXCHANGE PLACEMENT & 
ADMINISTRATIVE FEE 250
MATRICULATION FEE 50
CAPSTONE SCHOLAR FEE - 
PER SEMESTER 100
CAROLINA CARD - ID CARD 
REPLACEMENT 25
CAROLINA CARD - 
DAMAGED STUDENT ID 
CARD 15
CAROLINA CARD - 
FACULTY/STAFF PROX 
CARD 10
CAROLINA CARD - 
DAMAGED PROX CARD FEE 25
CAROLINA CARD - 
REPLACEMENT PROX CARD 
FEE 35
CAROLINA CARD - 
PASSPORT PHOTO 10
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS - 
LESS THAN 11 HOURS - 
REQUIRED STUDENT 
HEALTH CENTER FEE - PER 
SEMESTER 169
GRADUATE STUDENTS -(9 
TO 11 HOURS) - REQUIRED 
STUDENT HEALTH CENTER 
FEE - PER SEMESTER 169
GRADUATE STUDENTS -(6 
TO 8 HOURS) - REQUIRED 
STUDENT HEALTH CENTER 
FEE - PER SEMESTER 113
UNDERGRADUATE 
STUDENTS -(6 TO 11 HOURS) 
- REQUIRED STUDENT 
HEALTH CENTER FEE - PER 
SEMESTER 113
OPTIONAL GRADUATE 
STUDENTS - ATHLETICS 
EVENT FEE - PER SEMESTER 86
UNIVERSITY FEE - 
OPTIONAL OTHER PART-
TIME STUDENT (6 TO 11 
HOURS) ATHLETICS EVENT 
AND STUDENT HEALTH 
CENTER - PER SEMESTER 250
HEALTH INSURANCE - 
(STUDENTS WITHOUT 
COVERAGE) -CONTRACT 
W/THIRD PARTY 1233
MANDATORY STUDY 
ABROAD INSURANCE TBA TBA
DUAL ENROLLMENT - 
INCLUDES PACE HIGH 
SCHOOL COURSES - PER 
CREDIT HOUR 66
FULL-TIME (1) PART-TIME (1)
2010-11 2010-11
LAB FEE - LANGUAGE 
COURSES WITH LAB 
COMPONENT - PER COURSE
INCLUDES ALL 
LEVEL COURSES 
WITH LABS 45
LAB FEE - ART EDUCATION 
(101, 360, 520, 530, 535, 540, 
541, 555, 560, 595) - PER 
COURSE 25
FEE DESCRIPTION NOTES
Academic Department Fees
ARTS AND SCIENCES
LAB FEE - ART HISTORY 
(105, 106, 313, 315, 320, 321, 
325, 326, 327, 330, 335, 337, 
340, 341, 342, 345, 346, 350, 
365, 366, 370, 390, 399, 498, 
499, 501, 511, 514, 519, 520, 
521, 522, 523, 524, 525, 526, 
527, 529, 534, 535, 536, 537, 
539, 540, 542, 543, 550, 557, 
560, 561, 562, 566, 569, 590, 
720, 725, 730, 735, 737, 769, 
790) - PER COURSE 20
LAB FEE - DANCE (102, 112, 
170, 171, 177, 178, 202, 203, 
212, 250, 278, 302, 303, 312, 
350, 378, 385, 402, 403, 406, 
407, 412, 440, 450, 577) - PER 
COURSE 60
LAB FEE - MEDIA ARTS - PER 
COURSE
INCLUDES ALL 
LEVEL COURSES 
WITH LABS 75
LAB FEE - STUDIO ARTS - 
PER COURSE
INCLUDES ALL 
LEVEL COURSES 
WITH LABS 100
BARUCH FIELD LAB 
MAYMESTER 600
LAB FEE - (MATH 141,142; 
MATH 526, STAT 201; 
PHYSICS, BIOLOGY, 
CHEMISTRY GEOLOGY AND 
MARINE SCIENCE; PSYC 227, 
228, 489, 
498,570,571,572,574,575,598,5
99,709, 710, 762; ANTH 391, 
561; GEOG 201 & 202) 75
LAB FEE - ENVIRONMENT
INCLUDES ALL 
LEVEL COURSES 
WITH LABS 75
FULL-TIME (1) PART-TIME (1)
2010-11 2010-11
GRADUATE APPLICATION 
FEE 22 50
CONFIRMATION FEE FOR 
ALL GRADUATE PROGRAMS 1000
EXECUTIVE 
INTERNATIONAL MASTER 
OF BUSINESS 
BUSINESS - MOORE SCHOOL (see notes 20,21)
FEE DESCRIPTION NOTES
ADMINISTRATION - MEXICO 41500
GRADUATE SPECIAL 
STUDENT (PER HOUR) - 
RESIDENT 580
GRADUATE SPECIAL 
STUDENT (PER HOUR) - 
NONRESIDENT 992
INTERNATIONAL MASTER 
OF BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION - 
RESIDENT 40229
INTERNATIONAL MASTER 
OF BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION - 
NONRESIDENT 68805
INTERNATIONAL MASTER 
OF BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION - 
RESIDENT - COST IS PER 
CREDIT HOUR - FULL AND 
PART TIME 23 592 592
INTERNATIONAL MASTER 
OF BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION - 
NONRESIDENT - COST IS 
PER CREDIT HOUR -FULL 
AND PART TIME 23 1012 1012
MASTER OF ACCOUNTANCY -
RESIDENT 493
MASTER OF ACCOUNTANCY -
NONRESIDENT 992
MASTER OF ARTS IN 
ECONOMICS - RESIDENT 14790 493
MASTER OF ARTS IN 
ECONOMICS - 
NONRESIDENT 29760 992
MASTER OF HUMAN 
RESOURCES - RESIDENT 22185 493
MASTER OF HUMAN 
RESOURCES - 
NONRESIDENT 44640 992
EXECUTIVE MASTER OF 
HUMAN RESOURCES - 
PROGRAM FEE 45000 1000
PROFESSIONAL MASTER OF 
BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION 
PROGRAM FEE 28397
PROFESSIONAL MASTER OF 
BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION (PER 
HOUR) - RESIDENT 592
PROFESSIONAL MASTER OF 
BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION (PER 
HOUR) - NONRESIDENT 592
PROFESSIONAL MASTER OF 
BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION - 
BANKING PROGRAM - COST 
IS PER COURSE 2088
PROFESSIONAL MASTER OF 
BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION - 
BANKING PROGRAM - COST 
IS PER CREDIT HOUR - FULL 
AND PART TIME 24 696 696
MASTER OF 
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
PROGRAM FEE - RESIDENT 25000 833
MASTER OF 
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
PROGRAM FEE - 
NONRESIDENT 30000 1000
STUDENT NOT ADMITTED 
TO GRADUATE DEGREE 
PROGRAM IN BUSINESS 
(PER HOUR) - RESIDENT 580
STUDENT NOT ADMITTED 
TO GRADUATE DEGREE 
PROGRAM IN BUSINESS 
(PER HOUR) - 
NONRESIDENT 992
GRADUATE STUDENT FEE 
DIFFERENTIAL - CHARGED 
TO STUDENTS IN OTHER 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS - 
RESIDENT & NON-
RESIDENT - PER CREDIT 
HOUR 32
MOORE SCHOOL OF 
BUSINESS 
UNDERGRADUATE 
ENRICHMENT FEE - PER 
SEMESTER - SOPHOMORE, 
JUNIOR AND SENIOR - 
FY2011 APPROVED IN JUNE 
2009. MOORE SCHOOL 
REQUESTS APPROVAL TO 
INCREASE TO $550 PER 
SEMESTER FOR FY2012. 26 450 450
DISTANCE EDUCATION
FULL-TIME (1) PART-TIME (1)
2010-11 2010-11
CORRESPONDENCE COURSE 
- EXTENSION FEE 40
CORRESPONDENCE COURSE 
- HIGH SCHOOL - 
EXTENSION FEE - PER 
COURSE 30
CORRESPONDENCE COURSE 
- HIGH SCHOOL - TRANSFER 
FEE - PER COURSE 30
CORRESPONDENCE COURSE 
- TRANSFER FEE 40
CORRESPONDENCE COURSE 
- HIGH SCHOOL - PER HALF 
HOUR CREDIT 95
CORRESPONDENCE COURSE 
- COLLEGE - PER CREDIT 
HOUR 125
FULL-TIME (1) PART-TIME (1)
2010-11 2010-11
FEE DESCRIPTION NOTES
FEE DESCRIPTION NOTES
EDUCATION
SC CERTIFIED TEACHER 
RATE - COLUMBIA ONLY 15 396
NON-RESIDENT - SC 
CERTIFIED TEACHER RATE - 
COLUMBIA ONLY 15 475
EMERGENCY CERTIFICATE 
TEACHER RATE 285
SCRI / SC READS / READING 
FIRST INITIATIVE 
PROGRAMS - CONTRACT 
COURSE FEE 160
SUPERVISORY TEACHER 
RATE - COLUMBIA ONLY 16 50
UNDERGRADUATE 
CHILDHOOD/ELEMENTARY
/MIDDLE LEVEL CLINICAL 
FEE - EDEC 340P, EDEL 
505P, EDML 598; FEE IS PER 
COURSE 27 200
UNDERGRADUATE AND 
GRADUATE CLINICAL FEE - 
ONE TIME FEE APPLICABLE 
TO SCHOOL CODES 420, 425, 
465, 350, 355 FOR PEDU 479, 
TSTM 472, EDTE 590A, EDML 
599, PEDUC 778A, TSTM 
777B, EDEX 796, EDEL 790A, 
EDEL R790A, EDSE 781B, 
EDSE 775B, EDSE 776B, EDSE 
778B, EDSE 781B, EDCE 805E, 
EDCE 805F, EDCE 805S and 
EDCE 822. 200
INTERNATIONAL 
EDUCATION PROGRAMS - 
ONE HOUR CONTRACT 
COURSE
PROGRAMS IN 
CHINA, KOREA, 
AND AFRICA. 
ECUADOR 
EDUCATION 
PROJECT 
CHARGED 
REGULAR 
RESIDENT 
TUITION RATES. 2000
INTERNATIONAL 
EDUCATION PROGRAMS - 
TWO HOUR CONTRACT 
COURSE
PROGRAMS IN 
CHINA, KOREA, 
AND AFRICA. 
ECUADOR 
EDUCATION 
PROJECT 
CHARGED 
REGULAR 
RESIDENT 
TUITION RATES. 4000
INTERNATIONAL 
EDUCATION PROGRAMS - 
THREE HOUR CONTRACT 
COURSE
PROGRAMS IN 
CHINA, KOREA, 
AND AFRICA. 
ECUADOR 
EDUCATION 
PROJECT 
CHARGED 
REGULAR 
RESIDENT 
TUITION RATES. 6000
SPECIAL TUITION RATE - 
DSS STUDENTS - MASTERS 
IN EARLY CHILDHOOD 
EDUCATION 8100
CERTIFICATION 
ASSESSMENT 75
MATERIALS - PEDU 
COURSES 100, 103, 104, 105, 
106, 107, 111, 112, 117, 118, 119, 
120, 121, 122, 123, 125, 126, 
128, 129, 131, 132, 133, 134, 
135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 153, 
160, 170, 173, 174, 175, 176, 177, 
180, 182, 186, 194, 195, 196, 
575 - PER COURSE 28 10
MATERIALS - PEDU 
COURSES AQUATIC SAFETY 
108, 140, 141, 143, 144, 148, 149 
- PER COURSE 28 20
MATERIALS - PEDU 
COURSES - 124, 300 PER 
COURSE 28 40
MATERIALS - PEDU 
COURSES 114, 130, 183, 185, 
187 28 60
MATERIALS/INSURANCE - 
PEDU 113, 292, 392, 492 28 100
MATERIALS - PEDU 142 - 
LIFEGUARD TRAINING 28 65
MATERIALS - PEDU 146 - 
OPEN WATER SCUBA 28 225
MATERIALS - PEDU 154 - 
ADV WATER OPEN WATER 
SCUBA 28 140
MATERIALS - PEDU 181 - 
EQUESTRIAN 28 300
MATERIALS - PEDU 266, 
266L, 293, 348, 349, 366, 393, 
466 and 493 28 30
MATERIALS - PEDU 340,341 
and 440 28 50
MATERIALS/INSURANCE - 
PEDU 734, 736 28 70
MATERIALS - PEDU 150- 
SAILING 28 440
MATERIALS - PEDU 555 - ICE 
SKATING 28 80
EDLP 805 - OFF SITE 
EXPERIENCES 75
CAROLINA LIFE PROGRAM 
FEE 29 1941 1941
CAROLINA LIFE - LIFE 
SKILLS COURSE UNIT 
CHARGE 29 417 417
FULL-TIME (1) PART-TIME (1)
2010-11 2010-11
APOGEE - PER CREDIT 
HOUR - ABOVE REGULAR 
TUITION 132
FEE - ENGR & COMP - PER 
NONFRESHMAN PER 
SEMESTER 300
FEE - ENGR & COMP - PER 
FRESHMAN/ SEMESTER 75
FEE - ENGR & COMP - PER 
COURSE/PART-TIME 25
LAB FEE - ENGR & COMP - 
(CSCE 101, 102, 145, 146, 201 
and 204) 75
VIDEO TAPE FEE PER 
CREDIT HOUR 99
ENGINEERING AND COMPUTING
FEE DESCRIPTION NOTES
FULL-TIME (1) PART-TIME (1)
2010-11 2010-11
TUITION - PER NINE WEEK 
TERM 1800
CAMPUS FEES 400
APPLICATION FEE 125
CONDITIONAL ADMISSION 
PROCESSING FEE 50
FULL-TIME (1) PART-TIME (1)
2010-11 2010-11
APPLICATION FEE - 
GRADUATE 50
APPLICATION FEE - 
READMIT - GRADUATE 15
GRADUATE STUDENT 
STATUS CHANGE FEE 15
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS - 
LESS THAN 11 HOURS - 
REQUIRED STUDENT 
HEALTH CENTER FEE - PER 
SEMESTER 169
FEE DESCRIPTION NOTES
FEE DESCRIPTION NOTES
ENGLISH PROGRAMS FOR INTERNATIONALS - EPI
GRADUATE SCHOOL (see notes 16,25)
GRADUATE STUDENTS -(9 
TO 11 HOURS) - REQUIRED 
STUDENT HEALTH CENTER 
FEE - PER SEMESTER 169
GRADUATE STUDENTS -(6 
TO 8 HOURS) - REQUIRED 
STUDENT HEALTH CENTER 
FEE - PER SEMESTER 113
HEALTH INSURANCE - 
(STUDENTS WITHOUT 
COVERAGE) -CONTRACT 
W/THIRD PARTY 12 1233
APPLICATION FOR 
GRADUATION - FEE 
INCREASES BY $25 PER 
MONTH FOR EACH MONTH 
APPLICATION IS LATE 25
DOCUMENT COPY REQUEST 10
THESIS AND DISSERTATION 
PROCESSING 55-65
FULL-TIME (1) PART-TIME (1)
2010-11 2010-11
UNDERGRADUATE - 
RESIDENT - PROGRAM FEE 650 85
FEE DESCRIPTION NOTES
HEALTH PROFESSIONS - PUBLIC HEALTH, NURSING, SOCIAL WORK 
UNDERGRADUATE - 
NONRESIDENT - PROGRAM 
FEE 1200 150
UNDERGRADUATE - 
NONRESIDENT 
SCHOLARSHIP - PROGRAM 
FEE 650 85
GRADUATE - RESIDENT - 
PROGRAM FEE 750 75
GRADUATE - NONRESIDENT 
- PROGRAM FEE 1000 100
FULL-TIME (1) PART-TIME (1)
2010-11 2010-11
PROGRAM FEE - HONORS 
COLLEGE - ALL STUDENTS 350
FULL-TIME (1) PART-TIME (1)
2010-11 2010-11
LAB FEE - HRSM FOOD 
PREPARATION 75
FEE DESCRIPTION NOTES
FEE DESCRIPTION NOTES
HOSPITALITY, RETAIL, AND SPORT MANAGEMENT
HONORS COLLEGE
ADDITIONAL COURSE FEE - 
HRTM 110, HRTM 260, SPTE 
202, SPTE 203 20
ADDITIONAL COURSE FEE - 
HRTM 560, TSTM 564, SPTE 
444 50
ADDITIONAL COURSE FEE - 
VARIABLE RATE - HRTM 
285, HRTM 410, SPTE 490, 
SPTE 590, SPTE 325, RETL 
491, TSTM 590 32
Fee Varies based on 
Course
GRADUATE - PROGRAM FEE -
PER CREDIT HOUR 50
FULL-TIME (1) PART-TIME (1)
2010-11 2010-11
LAW - RESIDENT - TUITION 9918 842
LAW - NONRESIDENT - 
TUITION 20047 1692
LAW - NONRESIDENT 
SCHOLAR - TUITION 10959 973
LAW - RESIDENT - 17 HOURS 
AND ABOVE 86
LAW - NONRESIDENT - 17 
HOURS AND ABOVE 182
APPLICATION FEE 60
SEAT CONFIRMATION FEE 500
LAW SCHOOL (see notes 21, 33)
FEE DESCRIPTION NOTES
LAW LIBRARY - PHOTO 
COPY FEE - CHARGE PER 
PAGE 0.2
LAW LIBRARY - LOST BOOK 
FEE ($25 PROCESSING FEE 
PLUS THE REPLACEMENT 
COST OF THE BOOK IF 
GREATER THAN $50) 75
LAW LIBRARY - CARREL KEY 
PROCESSING - PER KEY 5
LAW LIBRARY - CARREL KEY 
DEPOSIT 20
LAW LIBRARY - DOCUMENT 
DELIVERY FEE - $5.00 
CHARGE FOR HANDLING 
PLUS .50 PER PAGE COPIED 
OR $1.00 PER PAGE FAXED 5
LAW LIBRARY - STUDENT 
PRINTING FEE OF .05 PER 
PAGE ABOVE 1,000 PAGE 
PER STUDENT ALLOTMENT 0.05
FULL-TIME (1) PART-TIME (1)
2010-11 2010-11
ENHANCEMENT FEE - 
LIBRARY AND 
INFORMATION SCIENCE - 
ONE TIME CHARGE 34 700
ENHANCEMENT FEE - 
GRADUATE JOURNALISM - 
ONE TIME CHARGE 34 700
MASTERS IN LIS - COHORT 
PROGRAMS IN OTHER 
STATES 35 540
ADDITIONAL COURSE FEE - 
JOURNALISM (325, 326, 434, 
502, 503, 526, 534) 250
ADDITIONAL COURSE FEE - 
JOURNALISM (436, 458, 465, 
531, 545, 564) 100
ADDITIONAL COURSE FEE - 
JOURNALISM (337, 364, 464, 
532, 533, 536, 537, 546, 529) 100
ADDITIONAL COURSE FEE - 
LIBRARY AND 
INFORMATION STUDIES - 
SLIS 
(201,202,220,301,310,315,402,
410,420,429,430,435,440, 
480) 25
FEE DESCRIPTION NOTES
MASS COMMUNICATION AND INFORMATION STUDIES
FULL-TIME (1) PART-TIME (1)
2010-11 2010-11
MEDICINE - RESIDENT - 
TUITION 14974
MEDICINE - NONRESIDENT 
SCHOLAR - TUITION 18718
MEDICINE - NONRESIDENT - 
TUITION 33581
GROSS ANATOMY FEE - PER 
COURSE 1000
VISITING MEDICAL 
STUDENT FEE 150
SUPPLEMENTARY 
APPLICATION FEE 95
ADMISSION DEPOSIT - 
APPLIED TO 1ST YEAR'S 
TUITION 250
GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN 
BIO STUDIES - RESIDENT 
PROGRAM FEE 15000
FEE DESCRIPTION NOTES
MEDICINE (see note 36)
GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN 
BIO STUDIES - 
NONRESIDENT PROGRAM 
FEE 20000
FULL-TIME (1) PART-TIME (1)
2010-11 2010-11
ENRICHMENT FEE - MUSIC
200 (1/2 HOUR 
LESSON)
ENRICHMENT FEE - MUSIC 400 (HOUR LESSON)
RECITAL FEE 50
ACCOMPANIST FEE 150
FULL-TIME (1) PART-TIME (1)
2010-11 2010-11
ENRICHMENT FEE - 
NURSING - PhD PROGRAM - 
ONE TIME CHARGE 1500
TOTAL ASSESSMENT 
PROGRAM(TAP) TESTING 
FEE - ATTACHED TO EACH 
CLINICAL UPPER DIVISION 
COURSE 60
COLLEGE OF NURSING LAB 
FEE - NURS (312  J312  412  
MUSIC (see note 34)
FEE DESCRIPTION NOTES
FEE DESCRIPTION NOTES
NURSING (see notes 30, 34, 37)
, , ,
J412, 422, J422, 433, J433, 
704, J704, 705, J705, 706, 
J706, 710, J710, 722, J722, 731, 
J731, 732, J732, 776, J776, 786, 
J786, 787, J787, 806, J806, 
807, J807, 840 (SECT 00A), 
840A, J841 (SECT 00A) 750
MALPRACTICE INSURANCE - 
UNDERGRADUATE - PER 
COURSE - NURS 
(312,399,411,412,422,424,425,
431,432,433,491,534) 20
MALPRACTICE INSURANCE - 
GRADUATE - PER COURSE - 
NURS 
(704,705,706,710,719,720,722,
727,728,731,732,735,741, 742, 
769,776,786,787,793,806,807,
820, 840A) 50
PHARMACY (see notes 20, 38, 39, 40, 41)
FEE DESCRIPTION NOTES FULL-TIME (1) 2010-10
PART-TIME (1) 
2010-10
APPLICATION - 
PROFESSIONAL PROGRAMS 95
PROFESSIONAL - FULL TIME 
- RESIDENT - PROGRAM FEE 
- YEARS ONE, TWO AND 
THREE - EACH YEAR 20757 753
PROFESSIONAL - FULL TIME 
- NON RESIDENT - 
PROGRAM FEE - YEARS 
ONE, TWO AND THREE- 
EACH YEAR 31000 1123
PROFESSIONAL - FULL TIME 
- NON-RESIDENT - 
SCHOLARSHIP - PROGRAM 
FEE - YEARS ONE, TWO AND 
THREE - EACH YEAR 26292 958
PROFESSIONAL - FULL TIME 
- RESIDENT - PROGRAM FEE 
- YEAR FOUR 18082 753
PROFESSIONAL - FULL TIME 
- NON RESIDENT - 
PROGRAM FEE - YEAR FOUR 26960 1123
PROFESSIONAL - FULL TIME 
- NON-RESIDENT - 
SCHOLARSHIP - PROGRAM 
FEE - YEAR FOUR 22980 958
ADVISEMENT FEE - PRE-
PHARMACY STUDENTS - 
PER SEMESTER - FALL AND 
SPRING ONLY 100
SEAT CONFIRMATION FEE 440
FULL-TIME (1) PART-TIME (1)
2010-11 2010-11
DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL 
THERAPY - RESIDENT - 
TUITION 43 5175 450
DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL 
THERAPY - NONRESIDENT - 
TUITION 43 8280 720
DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL 
THERAPY - NONRESIDENT -
SCHOLARSHIP - TUITION 43 6728 585
PUBLIC HEALTH - ARNOLD SCHOOL (see notes 20, 30, 31, 33, 34, 35, 42)
FEE DESCRIPTION NOTES
DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL 
THERAPY - PROGRAM FEE - 
ASSESSED PER SEMESTER 75 75
CLINICAL COURSE FEE - 
EXERCISE SCIENCE 10
HEALTH SERVICES POLICY 
AND MANAGEMENT 
DOCTORAL AND MHA - 
RESIDENT ENRICHMENT 
FEE 1350
HEALTH SERVICES POLICY 
AND MANAGEMENT 
DOCTORAL AND MHA - NON-
RESIDENT ENRICHMENT 
FEE 2430
HEALTH SERVICES POLICY 
AND MANAGEMENT MPH - 
RESIDENT - ENRICHMENT 
FEE 540
HEALTH SERVICES POLICY 
AND MANAGEMENT MPH - 
NON-RESIDENT - 
ENRICHMENT FEE 1350
COMM SCI & DISORDER - 
GRADUATE - RESIDENT AND 
NON-RESIDENT 
ENRICHMENT FEE - ONE 
TIME CHARGE 1100
MASTER OF COMM 
DISORDER - VIRGIN ISLAND 
PROGRAM - ENRICHMENT 
FEE 300
MHA PROFESSIONAL 
FORMAT - MATRICULATION 
FEE 4044
MHA PROFESSIONAL 
FORMAT - RESIDENT 
TUITION - PER CREDIT 
HOUR 450
MHA PROFESSIONAL 
FORMAT - NON-RESIDENT 
TUITION - PER CREDIT 
HOUR 475
FULL-TIME (1) PART-TIME (1)
2010-11 2010-11
ENRICHMENT FEE - SOCIAL 
WORK- SEMESTER 925
PLACEMENT FEE - DEPOSIT 100
SOCIAL WORK (see notes 20, 30, 34)
FEE DESCRIPTION NOTES
KOREAN MSW PROGRAM - 
SOCIAL WORK - FOR 2 1/2 
YEAR PERIOD - PART TIME 
RATE 28250
*The following additional fee information is posted as submitted by the University/College.
Health Professions (all are per semester)
Health Sciences (BHS) (full-time) $155 $155
Health Sciences (BHS) (part-time) $105 $105
Cardiovascular Perfusion $750 $750
Certificate in Health Mgmt(CHM) Facilities Fee $78 $78
Masters in Healthcare Administration, Residential (full-time) $539 $539
Masters in Healthcare Administration, Residential (part-time) $413 $413
Masters in Research Administration (full-time) $490 $490
Masters in Research Administration (part-time) $375 $375
Masters in Healthcare Administration Executive (full-time) $490 $490
Masters in Healthcare Administration Executive (part-time) $375 $375
Nurse Anesthesia $1,355 $1,355
Occupational Therapy and MSRS $500 $500
Physician Assistant (full-time) $700 $700
Physician Assistant (part-time) $192 $192
Nursing
Undergraduate (full-time) $255 $255
Undergraduate (part-time) $130 $130
Graduate or Ph.D. (full-time) $400 $400
Graduate or Ph.D. (part-time) $200 $200
Nurse Practitioner (full-time) $535 $535
Nurse Practitioner (part-time) $270 $270
NCLEX Testing Prep Fee (course N315) $375 $375
Online Program Fee (per credit hour) $65 $65
Undergraduate lab fee $300 $300
University Fees
Student Services Fee (part-time) $510 $510 $510 $510
Informatics Fee (part-time) $193 $193 $193 $193
Library Fee (part-time) $105 $105 $105 $105
Medical University of South Carolina
Other Fees
In-State Students
Other Fees:  Professional
Undergraduate Graduate
Out-of-State In-State Students Out-of-State 
Dental Medicine
Disability Insurance (per year)
    first & second year students $80 $80
    third & fourth year students $120 $120
Clinical & Lab Support Fee (per year) $7,500 $7,500
Instrument Fee (per year)
    first, second & third year students $4,400 $4,400
    fourth year students $4,000 $4,000
Dental Informatics Fee (per year) $6,000 $6,000
Gross Anatomy Course Fee (first year students) $950 $950
Dental Histology Fee (first year students) $200 $200
Masters of Science in Dentistry (per year) $8,500 $8,500
Health Professions (all are per semester)
Doctorate in Physical Therapy $550 $550
Doctorate in Health Administration $214 $214
Doctorate in Health Administration - 
     Interprofessional $214 $214
Doctorate in Health & Rehabilitation Science $150 $150
Medicine
Basic Life Support Fee (second year students) $50 $50
Disability Insurance (third &  forth year students) $70 $70
Examination & Technical Support Fee
  first, second and fourth year students $200 $200
  third year students $500 $500
Gross Anatomy Course Fee (first year students) $950 $950
Physical Diagnosis Fee (first year students) $650 $650
Syllabi Fee (first year students) $300 $300
Syllabi Fee (second year students) $300 $300
Nursing
DNP clinical course fee (per clinical course) $250 $250
Online Program Fee (per credit hour) $65 $65
PhD Student Fee-All 1st semester PhDs $45 $45
In-State Out-of-State
*The following additional fee information is posted as submitted by the University/College.
Out-of-State
Room $2,680
Board $3,209
Laundry $535
Infirmary $514
Leadership Development Fee
(Freshmen/Sophomores) $200
(Juniors/Seniors) $100
Undergraduate 
Other Fees (Estimated)
May Include the Following: Year Semester
$200 $100
Yearbook $40 n/a
Freshmen Orientation $25 n/a
Upper Class Cadet Parking $250 $125
Citadel Graduate College
Optional Fees 
May Include the Following:
Late Registration Fee $35
Graduate Fee (graduate students only) $50
In-State 
The Citadel
$200
$100
Laboratory Fees (estimated based on courses - 
individual lab fees range from $5 to $300 )
$2,680
$3,209
$535
$514
Late Graduation Fee (after Nov. 2) $35
Laboratory Fee (Sciences, Engineering, Computers) $45
Laboratory Fee (Reading 590 and 591) $15
Lab Fee for Seminar in Business $225
Parking Decal (Required for on-campus parking only) $40
Student Activity Fee $40
Student Athletic Fee $30
Return Check Fee $30
*The following additional fee information is posted as submitted by the University/College.
Technology Fee $0 ($40 for Fall and Spring $15 for May, Su1 and Su 2
Part of E&G Tuition Cost)
Credit Note Fee $100
Adm Application Fee $35
Degree Fee $25
Transcript Fee $5
Payment Plan Fee $35
Other Student Fee $35 - $50
Late Payment Fee $25
Parking Fines $35 - $250
Misc Fines $15 - $25
LAB FEES: $25 GEOL 304L BIOL 121L MSCI 416L LAB FEES: $45 APPLIED COURSE FEES: $200
EDEC 340 GEOL 316L BIOL 122L MSCI 458L ARTS 104 MUS 101
EDEL 343 GEOL 318L BIOL 232L MSCI 472L ARTS 204 MUS 102
EXSS 350L MATH 242L BIOL 242L MSCI 475L ARTS 208 MUS 103
EXSS 400L MSCI 101L BIOL 423L MSCI 479L ARTS 231 MUS 104
MUED 542 MSCI 102L BIOL 310L MSCI 487L ARTS 232 MUS 105
PALS 105 MSCI 103 BIOL 315L MSCI 488L ARTS 261 MUS 106
PALS 114 MSCI 201L BIOL 343L MSCI 489L ARTS 321 MUS 111
PALS 136 MSCI 301L BIOL 436L MSCI 499 ARTS 322 MUS 112
PALS 155 MSCI 302L BIOL 461L PALS 104 ARTS 361 MUS 121
PALS 156 MSCI 304L BIOL 536L PALS 106 ARTS 381 MUS 122
PALS 161 MSCI 311L BINF 101L PALS 107 ARTS 382 MUS 131
PALS 169 MSCI 316L CHEM 101L PALS 109 ARTS 421 MUS 132
UNIV 150 MSCI 318L CHEM 102L PALS 117 ARTS 422 MUS 141
LAB FEES: $30 MSCI 321L CHEM 111L PALS 118 ARTS 481 MUS 142
ARTS 213 MSCI 331L CHEM 112L PALS 125 ARTS 482 MUS 151
ARTS 313 MSCI 420L CHEM 321L PALS 126 ARTE 550 MUS 152
ASTR 111L MSCI 445L CHEM 331L PALS 127 LAB FEES: $50 MUS 161
ASTR 112L MSCI 471L CHEM 411L PALS 128 ARTE 540 MUS 162
BIOL 101L MSCI 455L CHEM 332L PALS 130 ARTE 595 MUS 211
BIOL 302L MSCI 457L CHEM 351L PALS 133 ANTH 101 MUS 212
BIOL 321L MSCI 474L CHEM 352L PALS 134 ANTH 102 MUS 221
BIOL 325L MSCI 476L CHEM 422L PALS 162 ANTH 320 MUS 222
BIOL 328L MSCI 478L CHEM 433L PALS 163 ARTS 362 MUS 231
BIOL 349L MSCI 495L CHEM 441L PALS 170 ARTS 363 MUS 232
BIOL 365L PHYS 101L CHEM 442L PALS 175 LAB FEES: $74 MUS 241
Coastal Carolina University
Lab and Applied Course Fees 2010-2011
Description Amount
BIOL 370L PHYS 102L CHEM 450L PALS 176 EDPE 131 MUS 242
BIOL 405L PHYS 103L CHEM 499 RSM 315 EDSC 546 MUS 251
BIOL 410L PHYS 201L CHEM 709 APPLIED COURSE FEES: $40 EDUC 111 MUS 252
BIOL 417L PHYS 202L CSCI 105 MUED 165 LAB FEES: $75 MUS 261
BIOL 423L PHYS 203L CSCI 106 MUED 166 MUED 562 MUS 262
BIOL 426L PHYS 211L CSCI 110 MUS 167 MUED 392 MUS 311
BIOL 427L PHYS 212L CSCI 111 MUS 168 MUED 561 MUS 312
BIOL 429L PHYS 213L CSCI 120 MUS 175 MUED 391 MUS 321
BIOL 450L PSYC 226L CSCI 130L MUS 176 MUED 662 MUS 322
BIOL 455L PSYC 483L CSCI 140L LAB FEES: $40 MUED 492 MUS 331
BIOL 475L PSYC 497L CSCI 150L ARTD 202 LAB FEE: $80 MUS 332
BIOL 481L SOC 331L CSCI 203L ARTD 205 PHED 181 MUS 341
BIOL 482L LAB FEES: $35 CSCI 205 ARTD 301 LAB FEE: $85 MUS 342
BIOL 484L ARTD 201 CSCI 206 ARTD 302 ARTS 206 MUS 351
BIOL 485L ARTD 303 CSCI 207 ARTD 305 ARTS 207 MUS 352
BIOL 488L ARTD 308 CSCI 208 ARTD 306 ARTS 373 MUS 361
BIOL 526L ARTD 400 CSCI 209 ARTD 401 ARTS 371 MUS 362
BIOL 555L ARTE 329 CSCI 210 ARTD 402 ARTS 372 MUS 395A
BIOL 581L ARTE 340 CSCI 220 ARTE 379 ARTS 471 MUS 395B
BIOL 584L ARTE 349 CSCI 335 ARTS 499 ARTS 472 MUS 411
BIOL 585L ARTS 103 CSCI 370 BIOL 330L LAB FEE: $100 MUS 412
BIOL 588L ARTS 111 CSCI 399 BIOL 340L CBAD 483 MUS 421
BIOL 778L ARTS 112 CSCI 409L BIOL 350L LAB FEE: $120 MUS 422
EDLD 400 ARTS 211 CSCI 410 BIOL 411L PHED 182 MUS 431
EDPE 303 ARTS 212 CSCI 415 BIOL 432L LAB FEE: $170 MUS 432
EDPE 304 ARTS 311 CSCI 420 BIOL 442L PALS 172 MUS 441
EDPE 305 ARTS 312 CSCI 425 BIOL 451 LAB FEE: $190 MUS 442
ENVI 201L ARTS 331 CSCI 430 BIOL 542L PALS 171 MUS 451
ENVI 331L ARTS 332 CSCI 440 BIOL 551 LAB FEE: $195 MUS 452
ENVI 420L ARTS 399 CSCI 490 MSCI 305L PALS 174 MUS 461
EXSS 122 ARTS 411 EXSS 330 MSCI 355L MUS 462
EXSS 385 ARTS 412 HPRO 235 MSCI 401L
GEOL 102L ARTS 495 MSCI 111L MSCI 402L
GEOL 111L ARTS 496 MSCI 112L
GEOL 112L MSCI 376L
*The following additional fee information is posted as submitted by the University/College.
UNDERGRADUATE GRADUATE
2009-2010 2009-2010
APPROVED APPROVED APPROVED INCREASE APPROVED INCREASE
APPLICATION FEE - UNDERGRADUATE - ELECTRONIC 50$                              50$               -             
APPLICATION FEE - UNDERGRADUATE - PAPER 50                                 50                 -             
APPLICATION FEE - GRADUATE - ELECTRONIC 45$                              45$               -             
APPLICATION FEE - GRADUATE - PAPER 75                                 75                  -             
UNDERGRADUATE ORIENTATION FEE 75                                 75                  -             
CONVOCATION FEE 15                                 15                  -             
GRADUATE ORIENTATION FEE 45                                 45                  -             
GRADUATION FEE 25                                 25                                 25                  -             25                  -             
GRADUATION APPLICATION LATE FEE - UNDERGRADUATE 25                                 25                  -             
GRADUATION APPLICATION LATE FEE - GRADUATE 25                                 25                  -             
TRANSCRIPT FEE 8                                   8                                   8                    -             8                    -             
  ADDITIONAL FEE FOR FAX 5                                   5                                   5                    -             5                    -             
REGISTRATION FEE (PART-TIME) 5                                   5                                   5                    -             5                    -             
LIBRARY FEE (PART-TIME) 5                                   5                                   5                    -             5                    -             
ACTIVITY/HEALTH FEE (PART-TIME) 5                                   5                                   5                    -             5                    -             
SCIENCE LABORATORY FEE 50                                 50                                 50                 -             50                 -             
COMPUTER SCIENCE LAB FEE (PER COURSE) 30                                30                                30                 -             30                 -             
LANGUAGE LAB FEE 35                                 35                                 35                  -             35                  -             
APPLIED MUSIC FEE
  1/2 HOUR COURSE 225                              225                              225               -             225               -             
  1 HOUR COURSE 450                              450                              450               -             450               -             
STUDIO ART FEES ("ARTS" COURSES) 30                                30                                30                 -             30                 -             
  PHOTOGRAPHY COURSES 40                                40                                40                 -             40                 -             
ANTHROPOLOGY FIELD STUDY FEE
  3 HOUR COURSE 35                                 35                                 35                  -             35                  -             
  8 HOUR COURSE 50                                 50                                 50                 -             50                 -             
ICE SKATING FEE 260                              260                              260               -             260               -             
PE / HEALTH 202 LAB ACTIVITIES 125                               125                               125                -             125                -             
OUTDOOR EDUCATION 225                              225                              225               -             225               -             
SAILING FEE 90                                90                                90                 -             90                 -             
GOLF FEE 35                                 35                                 35                  -             35                  -             
SCUBA FEE 85                                 85                                 85                  -             85                  -             
HORSEBACK RIDING 360                              360                              360               -             360               -             
CONTRACT COURSES 140                               140                -             
  OUT-OF-STATE DIFFERENTIAL 200                              200               -             
SPECIAL PROJECT CONTRACT COURSES 
  3 HOUR COURSE 105                               105                -             
    OUT-OF-STATE DIFFERENTIAL 150                               150                -             
   HOUR COURSE                                                                 
UNDERGRADUATE GRADUATE
College of Charleston
2010-2011 2010-2011
PER SEMESTER
2 70 70 -
    OUT-OF-STATE DIFFERENTIAL 100                              100               -             
  1 HOUR COURSE 35                                 35                  -             
    OUT-OF-STATE DIFFERENTIAL 50                                 50                 -             
STUDY ABROAD FEE 50                                 50                                 50                 -             50                 -             
TEACHERS CADET FEE (HIGH SCHOOL) 50                                 50                 -             
BILINGUAL INTERPRETING FEES
  APPLICATION FEE 50                                 50                 -             
  LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY INTERVIEW FEE 75                                 75                  -             
  INTERPRETING EXAM FEE 100                              100               -             
  PER CREDIT HOUR FEE - IN-STATE 473                               441                (32)             
  PER CREDIT HOUR FEE - OUT-OF-STATE 1,062                           1,062            -
  LABORATORY FEE / COURSE 70                                 70                  -             
MBA PROGRAM FEE 13,000                         13,000         -
REACH PROGRAM:
  GENERAL PROGRAM FEE 16,000                        16,000         -
  RESIDENTIAL SUPPORT - ON-CAMPUS RESIDENTS 3,300                           3,300            -
  LIFE SKILLS INSTRUCTION - NON-CAMPUS RESIDENTS 1,600                           1,600            -
AUDIT FEE (PER CREDIT HOUR) 430                              473                               401                (29)             441                (32)             
  OUT-OF-STATE DIFFERENTIAL 535                               589                              564               29               621                32               
SUMMER SCHOOL DS FEE (PER COURSE) 250                              250                              250               -             250               -             
SENIOR CITIZENS REGISTRATION AND LAB FEES 25                                 25                                 25                  -             25                  -             
DUPLICATE ID 10                                 10                                 10                  -             10                  -             
PAYMENT CONVENIENCE FEE 45                                 45                                 -                (45)             -                (45)             
RETURNED CHECK FEE 30                                30                                30                 -             30                 -             
LATE PAYMENT FEE
3.75% 3.75% 3.75% -             3.75% -             
*The following additional fee information is posted as submitted by the University/College.
Francis Marion
Other Fees
Undergraduate Graduate
In-State Students Out-of-State Students In-State Students Out-of-State Students
Nusing Program Testing Fee $130 $130 NA NA
Nursing Program Application Fee $75 $75 NA NA
Transcript Fee $5 $5 $5 $5
Nursing Program Differential $2,296 $4,592 NA NA
Returned Check Fee $30 $30 $30 $30
Basketroom Fee $10 $10 $10 $10
Matriculation Fee $100 $100 NA NA
Graduation Fee $22 $22 $30 $30
Advanced Placement Tests $15 $15 NA NA
Vehicle Registration $15 $15 $15 $15
FMU Card Replacement Fee $15 $15 $15 $15
Late Registration Fee $25 $25 $25 $25
Application Fee $30 $30 $30 $30
*The following additional fee information is posted as submitted by the University/College.
$27 $25
$27 $25
$47 $25
$47 $25
$5 $25
$70 $25
$35 $25
$35 $25
$70 $25
$35 $25
$35 $25
$35 $25
$35 $25
$119 $25
$200 $10
$25 $25
$25 $25
$25
                                                                    OTHER FEES AND EXPENSES*
LATE FEE:  Students whose classes were canceled and want to re-register will be charged $100.
EXPO FEES:  Students attending orientation (EXPO) will be required to pay a $100 fee that will be included
   as part of fall bills.
APPLIED MUSIC FEE (10 - 12 hours of private instruction)
Lander
CIS     130
MATH 211
PEES 176
PSCI 111
BA     304
BIOL  101
BIOL  102
BIOL  107
BIOL  111
BIOL  112
NURS 416
NURS 460
HS     200
ART   103
NURN 307 
PSCI 112
CHEM 103
CHEM 105
CHEM 106
CHEM 111
CHEM 112
CIS     101
ART   105
BA     205
NURS 345
NURS 392
NURS 393
NURS 408
NURS 409
NURS 412
NURN 499
NURS 165
NURS 235
NURS 240
NURS 242
  Student majoring or minoring in music and taking Applied Music will be charged $200 per semester for one credit hour  
  courses (MUS 150, MUS 151,  MUS 250, MUS 251, MUS 350, MUS 351, MUS 450, MUS  451)  plus normal fees.     
  Student majoring or minoring in music and taking Applied Music will be charged $100 per semester for one/half credit 
  hour courses (MUS 152, MUS 153,   MUS 154, MUS 155, MUS 252, MUS 253, MUS 254, MUS 255, MUS 352, MUS 353, 
  MUS 354, MUS 355, MUS 452, MUS 453, MUS 454, MUS 455)  plus normal fees.
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS:  All students classified as international students will be required to participate in
  the Lander University International Student Insurance Program.  No exceptions will be made to this policy.  International
  students are required to purchase mandatory student medical insurance offered through an outside company.
  FEES NOT AVAILABLE AT THIS TIME
SENIOR CITIZENS:  Senior citizens may register for classes only after  regular registration times on a space
   available basis at no cost.  
NURSING SPECIAL EXPENSES:  Special expenses for nursing students are approximately $500.  For more
   detail, see catalog page 176 at http://www.lander.edu/admissions/catalog/
GRADUATION FEE:  Bachelor $40     Master $50
* All Fees subject to change.
*The following additional fee information is posted as submitted by the University/College.
In-State Out-of-State In-State Out-of-State
Tuition $4,164 $8,450 $4,164 $8,450
Library Fee $50 $50 $50 $50
Technology Fee $75 $75 $75 $75
Health Services Fee $70 $70 $70 $70
Student Activity Fee $80 $80 $80 $80
Museum & Planetarium Fee $10 $10 $10 $10
Total Fees $4,449 $8,735 $4,449 $8,735
Room Rent: (adjustments in charges, when necessary, will be made after rooms are occupied.)
A) Mays I, Mitchell, Earle Halls $2,500 $2,500
B) Williams, Truth Halls $2,700 $2,700
C) Battiste, Mays II Halls $2,800 $2,800
D) University Village, Queens Village $3,000 $3,000
E) Hugine Suites $3,150 $3,150
Board: (all students who reside in residence halls must purchase a meal plan.) 
On campus Student Plan:
21 Meals Per Week $1,469 $1,469
Commuter Block Plans: Student Plan (optional -
for off-campus students only):
100 Block Plan plus $25 Flex Dollars $498 $498
50 Block Plan plus $50 Flex Dollars $305 $305
25 Block Plan plus $75 Flex Dollars $211 $211
Student Health Insurance:
Domestic Students $150 $150
International Students $193 $193
Total for each semester: (Fees, Room Rent, Board, and Domestic Insurance)
A) Residence Hall - Fees, Room & Board $8,568 $12,854 All graduate students officially enrolled in 16 hours or more
SC State
To determine the amount of fees due, please deduct your
advance room deposit payment of $200.00; room rent
payment, and/or your acceptance fee payment (new
students only); as applicable, from the first semester's
payment. Also deduct from each semester payment onehalf
of the total annual award for the Pell grant , SEOG,
Loans-(Perkins, Stafford, Plus), other grants, and/or scholarships.
Please ensure that your STUDENT IDENTIFICATION
NUMBER is shown on all remittances and correspondences
to the Office of Accounts Receivable and the Cashier's
Office.
All undergraduate students officially enrolled in 19 hours or more (to include 
credit by exam, cross registration, audit, etc.) will be required to pay per 
credit hour for all hours in excess of 18 hours at the in-state/out-of-state rate.
Undergraduates GraduatesCost Per Semester
B) Residence Hall - Fees, Room & Board $8,768 $13,054 will be required to pay per credit hour for all hours in excess
C) Residence Hall - Fees, Room & Board $8,718 $13,154 of 15 hours at the in-state/out-of-state rate.
D) Residence Hall - Fees, Room & Board $9,068 $13,354
E) Residence Hall - Fees, Room & Board $9,218 $13,504
Total for fall 2010 and spring 2011: (Fees, Room Rent, Board, and Domestic Insurance)
A) Residence Hall - Fees, Room & Board $17,136 $25,708
B) Residence Hall - Fees, Room & Board $17,536 $26,108
C) Residence Hall - Fees, Room & Board $17,436 $26,308
D) Residence Hall - Fees, Room & Board $18,136 $26,708
E) Residence Hall - Fees, Room & Board $18,436 $27,008
Part-time Undergraduate Credit Hour Fee $371 $728
Part-time Graduate Credit Hour Fee $494 $971
Your SC State University ID Card must be presented when
discussing your account during the semester.
Books (estimated at $600.00 each semester) and necessary fees, such as music, car registration, directed teaching, etc., must be determined on an individual basis and are not 
included above.
*The following additional fee information is posted as submitted by the University/College.
FULL-TIME (1) PART-TIME (1)
2010-11 2010-11
UNDERGRADUATE - 
RESIDENT - TUITION 3 4067 353
UNDERGRADUATE - 
NONRESIDENT - TUITION 47 8151 706
UNDERGRADUATE - 
NONRESIDENT 
SCHOLARSHIP - 
FOUNDATION SCHOLARS 48 6113 530
TECHNOLOGY FEE 120 9
UNDERGRADUATE - 
RESIDENT, NONRESIDENT 
SCHOLARSHIP, ACTIVE 
DUTY MILITARY - 17 HOURS 
AND ABOVE 6 80
UNDERGRADUATE - 
NONRESIDENT - 17 HOURS 
AND ABOVE 6 208
GRADUATE - RESIDENT - 17 
HOURS AND ABOVE 6 80
GRADUATE - NONRESIDENT -
17 HOURS AND ABOVE 6 170
SC CERTIFIED TEACHER 
RATE - CAMPUSES 15 320
NON-RESIDENT - SC 
CERTIFIED TEACHER RATE  
FEE DESCRIPTION NOTES
USC Aiken
-
CAMPUSES 15 350
MUSIC INSTRUMENT 
RENTAL FEE - PER 
SEMESTER 35
MUSIC PRIVATE LESSON 
FEE - PER COURSE 125
NURSING LAB & TESTING 
FEE - PER CREDIT HOUR 35 35
APPLICATION FEE - 
UNDERGRADUATE 45
APPLICATION FEE - 
UNDERGRADUATE - 
REDUCED 49 20
APPLICATION FEE - 
GRADUATE 45
APPLICATION FEE - RE-
ADMITS, SENIOR CITIZENS, 
TEACHER CADETS 10
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT 
APPLICATION FEE 100
ASSESSMENT TESTING LATE 
FEE 50
ENROLLMENT 
REINSTATEMENT FEE 40
MATRICULATION FEES - 
ENTERING SEMESTER ONLY 9 85
MATRICULATION FEES - 
MASTERS PROGRAM OF 
STUDY 85
HOUSING FEES - EACH 
SUMMER SESSION SINGLE 480
HOUSING FEES - 
MAYMESTER SINGLE 300
HOUSING FEES - EACH 
SUMMER SESSION DOUBLE 425
HOUSING FEES - 
MAYMESTER DOUBLE 245
HOUSING FEES - DOUBLE - 
PER SEMESTER 2125
HOUSING FEES - SINGLE - 
PER SEMESTER 2500
HOUSING FEES - DOUBLE AS 
A SINGLE ROOM 2900
MEAL PLAN - 10 MEALS PER 
WEEK 945
MEAL PLAN - 15 MEALS PER 
WEEK 1030
MEAL PLAN - 19 MEALS PER 
WEEK 1100
MEAL PLAN - $400 
DECLINING BALANCE 425
MEAL PLAN - $785 
DECLINING BALANCE 805
MEAL PLAN - PACER CARD 40
MEAL PLAN - BLOCK 30 257
MEAL PLAN - BLOCK 50 410
OPTIONAL HEALTH 
SERVICES FEE - GRADUATE - 
PER SEMESTER 25
ID CARD REPLACEMENT 
FEE 25
REPLACEMENT FEE 
RECEIPT 5
PARKING AND SECURITY 
FEE- SEMESTER 25
PARKING AND SECURITY 
FEE - SUMMER 8
PARKING FINES - BLOCKING 
SIDEWALKS OR DRIVEWAYS 25
PARKING FINES - HANDICAP 
VIOLATION 75
PARKING FINES - PERMIT 
IMPROPERLY DISPLAYED 10
PARKING FINES - PARKING 
IN: FIRE LANE/ BLOCKING 
HYDRANT; NO 
PARKING/SAFETY ZONE 50
PARKING FINES - PARKING 
IN SERVICE OR LOADING 
AREA; BLOCKING 
SIDEWALKS OR DRIVEWAYS 25
PARKING FINES - PARKING 
IN STUDENT HOUSING 
AREA WITHOUT PERMIT 25
PARKING FINES - PARKED 
IN: FACULTY/STAFF SPACE; 
RESERVED AREA/ VISITOR 
SPACE; OR IN GRASS OR 
SIDEWALK 25
PARKING FINES - PARKED 
IN: NO PARKING/ SAFETY 
ZONE; OR FIRE LANE/ 
BLOCKING HYDRANT 50
PARKING FINES - FAILURE 
TO REGISTER VEHICLE/ 
PARKING IMPROPERLY 20
TRAFFIC VIOLATIONS - 
SPEEDING ON CAMPUS 40
TRAFFIC VIOLATIONS: 1ST 
OFFENSE : DRIVING IN AN 
UNSAFE MANNER; 
OBSTRUCTING CAMPUS 
OPERATIONS 25
TRAFFIC VIOLATIONS: 2ND 
OFFENSE : DRIVING IN AN 
UNSAFE MANNER; 
OBSTRUCTING CAMPUS 
OPERATIONS 50
TRAFFIC VIOLATIONS: 
FAILURE TO OBEY 
OFFICERS' INSTRUCTIONS 50
BOOTING FINE 50
SMOKING FINE 25
RUTH PATRICK CENTER - 
REGISTRATION AND 
MATERIALS
FEE VARIES - $25-
$150 PER COURSE
DUAL ENROLLMENT - 
INCLUDES PACE HIGH 
SCHOOL COURSES - PER 
CREDIT HOUR 14 66
*The following additional fee information is posted as submitted by the University/College.
FULL-TIME (1) PART-TIME (1)
2010-11 2010-11
UNDERGRADUATE - 
RESIDENT - TUITION 3, 51 3802 317
UNDERGRADUATE - 
NONRESIDENT - TUITION 52 8093 676
UNDERGRADUATE - 
NONRESIDENT 
SCHOLARSHIP 48 6070 507
TECHNOLOGY FEE 168 14
UNDERGRADUATE - 
RESIDENT, NONRESIDENT 
SCHOLARSHIP, ACTIVE 
DUTY MILITARY - 17 HOURS 
AND ABOVE 6 80
UNDERGRADUATE - 
NONRESIDENT - 17 HOURS 
AND ABOVE 6 208
GRADUATE - RESIDENT - 17 
HOURS AND ABOVE 6 80
GRADUATE - NONRESIDENT 
- 17 HOURS AND ABOVE 6 170
NURSING COURSE FEE PER 
SEMESTER 75 75
LABORATORY SCIENCES 
COURSE FEE 2 2
FEE DESCRIPTION NOTES
USC Beaufort 
5 5
ART COURSE FEE 28 75 75
SCUBA COURSE 28 245 245
STUDY ABROAD FEE 300 300
NURSING INSURANCE FEE 20 20
TEST PROCTORING FEE 25 25
MAT TESTING FEE 75 75
TOTAL ASSESSMENT 
PROGRAM(TAP) TESTING 
FEE 60 60
MASTER OF ARTS IN 
TEACHING PROGRAM FEE - 
PER SEMESTER 75 75
BUSINESS DEGREE 
COMPLETION PROGRAM - 
PER CALENDAR YEAR 5250
APPLICATION FEE 53 40 40
APPLICATION FEE - RE-
ADMITS 53 10 10
MANDATORY NEW 
STUDENT FEE 25 25
ORIENTATION FEE - 
OVERNIGHT STAY 25 25
MATRICULATION FEE - 
ENTERING SEMESTER ONLY 9 50 50
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT 
ENROLLMENT FEE 500 500
REGISTRATION PER 
SEMESTER 25 25
ID CARD REPLACEMENT 
FEE 25 25
DUAL ENROLLMENT - 
INCLUDES PACE HIGH 
SCHOOL COURSES - PER 
CREDIT HOUR - FT AND PT 14 66 66
PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT 4000
HOUSING FEES - SINGLE 
ROOM - FALL AND SPRING - 
PER SEMESTER 54 3075
HOUSING FEES - FALL II/ 
SPRING II- PER SEMESTER 54 1880
HOUSING FEES- EACH 
SUMMER SESSION 54 1150
HOUSING FEES - DOUBLE 
ROOM - FALL AND SPRING - 
PER SEMESTER 54 2300
HOUSING FEES- COURTNEY 
BEND SINGLE ROOM - FALL 
AND SPRING - PER 
SEMESTER 54 3900
HOUSING FEES - COURTNEY 
BEND LARGE DOUBLE 
ROOM - FALL AND SPRING - 
PER SEMESTER 54 2925
HOUSING FEES - COURTNEY 
BEND SMALL DOUBLE 
ROOM - FALL AND SPRING - 
PER SEMESTER 54 2775
HOUSING ROOM 
RESERVATION FEE- 
NONREFUNDABLE - 
APPLIES TO HOUSING COST 
FOR FIRST TIME HOUSING 
RESIDENTS ONLY 54 200
HOUSING FEES- 
CANCELLATION FEE 54 250
HOUSING APPLICATION FEE 54 50
MEAL PLAN - OPTIONAL - 14 
MEALS PER WEEK - FALL 
AND SPRING SEMESTERS 54 950
MEAL PLAN - RESIDENTIAL - 
10 MEALS PER WEEK - 
MANDATORY - FALL AND 
SPRING SEMESTERS 54,55 890
MEAL PLAN - COMMUTER 
STUDENTS AT SOUTH 
CAMPUS - 30 MEALS PER 
SEMESTER - MANDATORY - 
FALL AND SPRING 
SEMESTERS 54, 56 245
MEAL PLAN - OPTIONAL - 15 
MEALS PER SEMESTER - 
FALL AND SPRING 
SEMESTERS 54 125
MEAL PLAN - OPTIONAL 
WEEKEND PLAN - 2 MEALS 
PER WEEKEND EACH 
SEMSTER - FALL AND 
SPRING SEMESTERS 54 100
PARKING HANDICAP 
VIOLATION 100
PARKING IMPROPERLY - IN 
FIRE LANE, IN VISITOR 
SPACE, IN TOW-AWAY 
ZONE, IN RESIDENCE HALL 
LOT, AT BLUE/YELLOW 
CURB 10
PARKING VIOLATION - 
FAILURE TO DISPLAY 
DECAL, EXPIRED DECAL, NO 
DECAL ON VEHICLE, 
PARKING IN 
FACULTY/STAFF LOT 5
PARKING/SECURITY FEE - 
FALL/SPRING 15
PARKING/SECURITY FEE - 
EACH SUMMER TERM 10
*The following additional fee information is posted as submitted by the University/College.
FULL-TIME (1) PART-TIME (1)
2010-11 2010-11
UNDERGRADUATE - 
RESIDENT - TUITION 3 4396 375
UNDERGRADUATE - 
NONRESIDENT - TUITION 8932 759
UNDERGRADUATE - 
NONRESIDENT SCHOLARSHIP 48 6699 570
TECHNOLOGY FEE 140 9
UNDERGRADUATE - 
RESIDENT - 17 HOURS AND 
ABOVE 6 80
UNDERGRADUATE - 
NONRESIDENT - 17 HOURS 
AND ABOVE 6 208
GRADUATE - RESIDENT - 17 
HOURS AND ABOVE 6 80
GRADUATE - NONRESIDENT - 
17 HOURS AND ABOVE 6 170
TUITION RATE - ZHEJIANG 
FORESTRY UNIVERSITY 57 6396 548
SC CERTIFIED TEACHER RATE -
CAMPUSES 15 320
NON-RESIDENT - SC 
CERTIFIED TEACHER RATE - 
CAMPUSES 15 350
NURSING COURSE FEE PER 
FEE DESCRIPTION NOTES
USC Upstate
HOUR 40 40
UNIVERSITY CENTER 
GREENVILLE- EDUCATION 
COURSE FEE - JUNIORS AND 
SENIORS - PER COURSE 50 50
UPPER LEVEL BUSINESS 
COURSE FEE - SBAD 331,SBAD 
332,SBAD 333, SBAD 335,SBAD 
336,SBAD 347,SBAD 348,SBAD 
350, SBAD 351, SBAD 352, SBAD 
363,SBAD 364,SBAD 365,SBAD 
369,SBAD 371,SBAD 372,SBAD 
374,SBAD 377, SBAD 378,SBAD 
390,SBAD 398,SBAD 432,SBAD 
433,SBAD 435,SBAD 437,SBAD 
452,SBAD 456, SBAD 457,SBAD 
458,SBAD 459,SBAD 461,SBAD 
471,SBAD 475,SBAD 476,SBAD 
478,SECO 301,SECO 303,SECO 
311,SECO 321,SECO 322,SECO 
326 58 45 45
FEE FOR CLINICAL/ 
PRACTICUM COURSES - SEDE 
469,SEDL 468, SELD 470,SEDS 
473,SEDS 474,SEDS 475,SEDS 
478,SEDS 480,SEDS 481, SPED 
479 58 100 100
DIVISION OF NATURAL 
SCIENCES & ENGINEERING 
LAB FEE  SBIO w101L SBIO - ,
w102L,SBIO w110L,SBIO 
w201L,SBIO w202L,SBIO 
w232L,SBIO w242L,SBIO 
w305L,SBIO w310L,SBIO 
w315L,SBIO 320L,SBIO 
w330L,SBIO w350L,SBIO 
w375L,SBIO w380L, SBIO 
w507L,SBIO w525L,SBIO 
w530L,SBIO w531L,SBIO 
w534L,SBIO w540L,SBIO w583L, 
SBIO w550L,SBIO w570L,SCHM 
w101L,SCHM w107L,SCHM 
w109L,SCHM w111L,SCHM 
w112L,SCHM w321L,SCHM 
w331L,SCHM w332L,SCHM 
w512L,SCHM w522L,SCHM 
w541L,SCHM w542L,SCHM 
w583L,SGEL w101L,SGEL 
w102L,SGEL w103L,SGEL 
w123L,SGEL w310L,SETM 
w320L,SETM w330L,SETM 
w370L,SETM w410L,SETM 
w415L,SETM w420L,SAST 
w111L,SPHS w101L,SPHS 
w201L,SPHS w202L,SPHS 
w211L,SPHS w212L, SAST w111L 58 80 80
VISUAL ARTS STUDIO/LAB 
COURSES - SART PREFIX 
103,104,108,110,202,203,204,20
5,206,207,210,211,214, 
228,229,230,231,261,262,302,30
5,306,307,310,311,314, 
315,318,350,361,362,391,398,402
,407,410,411,414,418, 
450,489,490,499 58 60 60
RESEARCH METHODS FOR 
PSYCHOLOGY - SPSY - 
SECTIONS 001,002,003 58 80 80
APPLICATION FEE - 
TRANSIENT STUDENT 10
APPLICATION FEE - 
UNDERGRADUATE & 
GRADUATE 59 40
APPLICATION FEE - RE-
ADMITS 10
APPLICATION FEE - ONLINE 30
ENROLLMENT 
REINSTATEMENT FEE 60
MATRICULATION FEE - 
ENTERING SEMESTER ONLY 9 75
LATE ENROLLMENT FEE
$5 PER DAY - MAX 
$350
LAPTOP LATE FEE - DAILY
$5 PER DAY - MAX 
$50
LAPTOP LATE FEE
$750 AFTER 20 
DAYS
ORIENTATION FEE - 
OVERNIGHT 25
HOUSING FEES - 
APPLICATION FEE - 
NONREFUNDABLE - APPLIES 
TO ALL STUDENTS 60 35
HOUSING FEES - ADVANCE 
ROOM PAYMENT- 
NONREFUNDABLE - APPLIES 
TO ALL STUDENTS 60 100
HOUSING FEES - MAYMESTER -
PALMETTO HOUSE/ 
MAGNOLIA HOUSE 60 275
HOUSING FEES - MAYMESTER -
PALMETTO HOUSE 60 275
HOUSING FEES - SEMESTER - 
PALMETTO VILLAS 60 1900
HOUSING FEES - SEMESTER - 
PALMETTO HOUSE/ 
MAGNOLIA HOUSE - DOUBLE 60 2150
HOUSING FEES - SEMESTER - 
PALMETTO HOUSE/ 
MAGNOLIA HOUSE - SINGLE 60 2600
HOUSING FEES - PALMETTO 
VILLAS - SINGLE RATE - PER 
SEMESTER 60 2800
HOUSING FEES - SUMMER - 
PALMETTO VILLAS 60 375
HOUSING FEES - SUMMER - 
PALMETTO HOUSE/ 
MAGNOLIA HOUSE 60 375
MEAL PLANS - 5 MEALS PER 
WEEK 390
MEAL PLANS - 10 BLOCK MEAL 
PLAN 50
MEAL PLANS - 25 BLOCK MEAL 
PLAN 125
MEAL PLANS - 9 BLOCK MEAL 
PLAN/$300 FLEX 1100
MEAL PLAN - MANDATORY 
NON-RESIDENT FRESHMAN - 
$50 FLEX DINING 61 50
MEAL PLANS - $100 
DECLINING BALANCE 90
MEAL PLANS - $200 
DECLINING BALANCE 170
MEAL PLANS - WITH FIVE 
EQUIVALENCIES 62 1260
HEALTH INSURANCE - 
(STUDENTS WITHOUT 
COVERAGE) -CONTRACT 
W/THIRD PARTY 14 1233
HEALTH FEE 50 5
HEALTH FEE - PT MORE THAN 
3 VISITS PER STUDENT 10 10
HEALTH FEE - 
FACULTY/STAFF - PER VISIT 15
PARKING & SECURITY - 
SEMESTER 63 35
PARKING & SECURITY - 
SUMMER 63 12
SLED CHECK REQUIRED BY 
STATE LAW 64 35
DUAL ENROLLMENT - 
INCLUDES PACE HIGH 
SCHOOL COURSES - PER 
CREDIT HOUR 14 66
SCHOLARS ACADEMY - 
CONTRACT COURSE - 
SELECTED COURSES 4000
SCHOLARS ACADEMY - 
CONTRACT COURSE - 
SELECTED ELECTIVES - PER 
COURSE 198
SPARTAN EARLY START 
PROGRAMS 995
*The following additional fee information is posted as submitted by the University/College.
Library Fee $50 Applicable to Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors
Post Office Fee $40 Applicable to all students living on campus
Course Fee Course Fee Course Fee Course Fee Course Fee 
ANTH202 20 ARTS452 75 BIOL205L 25 CHEM561 40 DCED351 10
ARTE348 15 ARTS455 75 BIOL206 40 CHEM562 50 DCED391 30
ARTE391 15 ARTS456 75 BIOL206H 40 CHEM563 40 DCED392 30
ARTE528 15 ARTS470 70 BIOL300 30 CHEM564 50 EDUC175 50
ARTE547 25 ARTS470H 70 BIOL300H 30 CHEM565 40 EDUC275 15
ARTE548 25 ARTS472 50 BIOL303 30 CHEM566 40 EDUC602 15
ARTE550 20 ARTS472H 50 BIOL304 40 CHEM567 40 EDUC613 3
ARTE580 15 ARTS473 50 BIOL307 40 CHEM570 100 EDUC613F 3
ARTE592 15 ARTS474 50 BIOL308 40 CHIN101 25 EDUC641 15
ARTE648 15 ARTS475 70 BIOL310 40 CHIN102 25 EDUC651 15
ARTE682 15 ARTS482 25 BIOL310H 30 CSCI101A 17 EDUC681F 3
ARTE686 10 ARTS482H 25 BIOL310L 30 CSCI101B 17 ENGL370 10
ARTE688 25 ARTS483 25 BIOL315 50 CSCI101C 17 EXSC485 200
ARTE689 25 ARTS483H 25 BIOL315H 50 CSDV610 10 FACS211 20
ARTE692 10 ARTS484 15 BIOL318 30 DANA101 30 FACS381 25
ARTE693 10 ARTS532 75 BIOL321 30 DANA102 30 FACS501 25
ARTE694 35 ARTS533 75 BIOL321H 30 DANA104 30 FREN101 25
ARTE695 35 ARTS536 75 BIOL322 30 DANA105 30 FREN101H 25
ARTE696 25 ARTS542 25 BIOL403 30 DANA111 30 FREN102 25
ARTE697 25 ARTS543 25 BIOL403H 30 DANA112 30 FREN201 20
ARTE698 25 ARTS551 75 BIOL450 35 DANA121 30 FREN202 20
ARTE699 25 ARTS552 75 BIOL450H 35 DANA122 30 FREN202H 20
ARTS101 20 ARTS555 75 BIOL471 35 DANA211 30 FREN280 20
ARTS102 50 ARTS556 75 BIOL472 35 DANA212 30 FREN313 10
ARTS120 20 ARTS572 50 BIOL507 40 DANA221 30 FREN351 20
ARTS121 100 ARTS573 50 BIOL508 35 DANA221H 10 GEOL101 40
ARTS201 20 ARTS574 50 BIOL510 30 DANA222 30 GEOL101L 40
ARTS202 50 ARTS584 50 BIOL511 30 DANA230 10 GEOL113 40
ARTS202H 25 ARTS584H 50 BIOL515 35 DANA231 10 GEOL211 40
ARTS220 20 ARTS585 50 BIOL515H 35 DANA232 10 GEOL251 40
ARTS220H 10 ARTS585H 50 BIOL515L 35 DANA236 10 GEOL330 160
ARTS221 100 ARTS606 50 BIOL521 30 DANA238 10 GEOL340 40
ARTS221H 15 ARTS607 50 BIOL522 40 DANA242X 10 GEOL401 160
ARTS281 25 ARTS616 50 BIOL525 35 DANA246 10 GEOL551 50
ARTS305 50 ARTS617 50 BIOL527 30 DANA249 10 GEOG305 50
ARTS311 50 ARTS626 50 BIOL530 50 DANA251 10 GEOG310 15
ARTS312 50 ARTS627 50 BIOL556H 50 DANA252 10 GEOG500 25
ARTS320 10 ARTS636 50 BIOL630 35 DANA253X 10 GEOG501 50
ARTS321 100 ARTS637 50 BIOL671 30 DANA258 10 GERM101 25
ARTS332 75 ARTS642 75 BIOL695 30 DANA261 10 GERM102 25
ARTS332H 25 ARTS643 75 BIOL696 30 DANA311 30 GERM201 20
ARTS333 75 ARTS652 75 CHEM107R 50 DANA312 30 GERM202 20
        Winthrop University
ARTS335 60 ARTS653 75 CHEM108 100 DANA321 30 GERM280 20
ARTS336 50 ARTS662 75 CHEM108H 40 DANA322 30 GERM313 20
ARTS337 60 ARTS663 75 CHEM304 100 DANA323 10 GSTC600 35
ARTS342 25 ARTS672 75 CHEM311 50 DANA324 10 HMXP102 25
ARTS343 25 ARTS673 75 CHEM312 50 DANA411 30 INAS275 100
ARTS351 75 ARTT112 30 CHEM314 50 DANA412 30 INAS425 100
ARTS352 75 ARTT113 25 CHEM351 50 DANA413X 10 INDS101 15
ARTS354 50 ARTT498 25 CHEM409 50 DANA421 30 INDS101L 15
ARTS355 75 ATRN101 20 CHEM410 50 DANA422 30 INDS111 40
ARTS356 75 ATRN152 80 CHEM503 50 DANA423X 10 INDS213 45
ARTS364 50 ATRN201 20 CHEM504 50 DANA442 10 INDS223 45
ARTS370 50 ATRN202 20 CHEM506 50 DANA443 30 INDS238 20
ARTS371 50 ATRN330 200 CHEM517 40 DANA444 30 INDS313 45
ARTS420 10 BADM180 30 CHEM522 40 DANA471 10 INDS323 45
ARTS432 75 BADM180H 30 CHEM525 100 DANT190 10 INDS325 45
ARTS433 75 BIOL151 40 CHEM526 80 DANT205 30 INDS326 35
ARTS436 75 BIOL151H 40 CHEM531 50 DANT301 10 INDS329 35
ARTS437 75 BIOL203 30 CHEM551 50 DANT372 30 INDS331 45
ARTS442 25 BIOL203H 30 CHEM552 50 DCED212 30 INDS336 20
ARTS443 25 BIOL205 30 CHEM553 40 DCED342 30 INDS353 35
ARTS451 75 BIOL205H 25 CHEM560 40 DCED345 30 INDS357 40
Course Fee Course Fee Course Fee Course Fee 
INDS425 40 PHED110 20 SCWK612 40 VCOM420 45
INDS433 45 PHED111 20 SCWK622 60 VCOM423 45
INDS443 45 PHED112 20 SCWK632 60 VCOM424 45
INDS443H 20 PHED113 20 SOCL316 25 VCOM425 45
INDS453 45 PHED114 20 SOCL516 25 VCOM427 45
INDS455 30 PHED115 20 SPCH201 5 VCOM453 45
INDS485 50 PHED117 20 SPCH203 5 VCOM455 45
INDS487 15 PHED118 20 SPCH203H 5 VCOM458 20
INDS488 40 PHED202 20 SPAN101 25 VCOM462 45
ITAL101 25 PHED205 20 SPAN102 25 VCOM463 45
ITAL102 25 PHED206 90 SPAN201 20 VCOM486 10
JAPN101 25 PHED212L 80 SPAN201H 20 VCOM487 40
JAPN102 25 PHED221 20 SPAN202 20 VCOM578 50
LATN101 25 PHED224 20 SPAN202H 20
LATN102 25 PHED225 20 SPAN225 20
LATN201 20 PHED226 220 SPAN280 20
MATH101 10 PHED227 20 SPAN302 20
MATH105 10 PHED228 145 SPAN313 10
MATH150 10 PHED229 195 SPAN313H 20
MATH151 10 PHED230 20 SPAN351 20
MATH201 10 PHED233 20 SPMA355 200
MATH291 20 PHED235 20 SPMA398 20
MATH292 20 PHED236 20 THED212 30
MATH294 25 PHED237 20 THED342 30
MCOM241 25 PHED238 20 THED345 30
MCOM241H 25 PHED243 20 THED351 10
MCOM260 25 PHED244 20 THED391 30
MCOM325 25 PHED245 20 THED392 30
MCOM325H 25 PHED246 20 THRA160 30
MCOM333 25 PHED253 20 THRA170 10
MCOM340H 25 PHED254 20 THRA171 10
MCOM342 25 PHED256 20 THRA221 20
MCOM343 25 PHED257 20 THRA260 30
MCOM346 25 PHED261 20 THRA261 30
MCOM347 25 PHED263 20 THRA321 50
MCOM348 25 PHED265 20 THRA330 30
MCOM349 25 PHED266 20 THRA331 20
MCOM425 40 PHED267 20 THRA360 30
MCOM425H 40 PHED270 20 THRA361 30
MCOM441 25 PHED282 40 THRA362 30
MCOM446 40 PHED307 90 THRA363 50
MCOM471 25 PHED324 400 THRA370 30
MCOM471H 25 PHED361 20 THRA431 60
MUSA291 38 PHED379 20 THRT115 45
NUTR201 35 PHED500 20 VCOM120 25
NUTR201H 35 PHYS102 40 VCOM121 25
NUTR221 10 PHYS201L 40 VCOM150 25
NUTR232 40 PHYS202L 40 VCOM151 35
NUTR421 15 PHYS211L 40 VCOM154 35
NUTR421H 10 PHYS212L 40 VCOM220 45
NUTR427 10 PHYS251 40 VCOM222 25
NUTR521 15 PHYS315 40 VCOM258 35
NUTR521H 10 PLSC260 10 VCOM259 50
NUTR524 50 PLSC313 40 VCOM261 45
NUTR527 15 PLSC350 40 VCOM262 40
NUTR527H 15 PLSC350H 40 VCOM320 45
NUTR528 100 PLSC362 65 VCOM322 45
NUTR529 100 PSYC301 30 VCOM323 45
NUTR530 100 PSYC302 30 VCOM325 45
NUTR576 20 PSYC607 30 VCOM354 50
NUTR605 50 PSYC608 30 VCOM355 35
NUTR623 15 PSYC609 30 VCOM358 35
NUTR624 10 PSYC612 30 VCOM361 45
NUTR626 10 PSYC613 20 VCOM362 40
PHED106 20 SCIE202 40 VCOM363 40
PHED107X 20 SCWK443 85 VCOM388 45
*The following additional fee information is posted as submitted by the University/College.
FULL-TIME (1) PART-TIME (1)
2010-11 2010-11
UNDERGRADUATE - 
RESIDENT - TUITION - 
STUDENT WITH LESS THAN 
75 HOURS 3, 65 2748 229
UNDERGRADUATE - NON 
RESIDENT - TUITION - 
STUDENT WITH LESS THAN 
75 HOURS 65 6876 573
UNDERGRADUATE - 
RESIDENT - TUITION - 
STUDENT WITH 75 OR MORE 
CREDIT HOURS 3, 65 4067 353
UNDERGRADUATE - NON 
RESIDENT - TUITION - 
STUDENT WITH 75 OR MORE 
CREDIT HOURS 65 8151 706
TECHNOLOGY FEE 196 15
APPLICATION FEE - DEGREE 
SEEKING 40
APPLICATION FEE - NON-
DEGREE SEEKING 10
APPLICATION FEE - 
READMITS 10
LAB FEE - (MATH 141, 142) 60
FEE DESCRIPTION NOTES
Regional Campuses
GENERAL
LABORATORY SCIENCES 
COURSE FEE - PER COURSE 40
MATRICULATION FEES 9 50
INDEFINITE FEE TYPE FOR 
PALMETTO PROGRAMS 150 25
DUAL ENROLLMENT - 
INCLUDES PACE HIGH 
SCHOOL COURSES - PER 
CREDIT HOUR - EXCLUDES 
USC SUMTER 14 66
ID CARD FEE - ASSESSED TO 
ALL FIRST TIME STUDENTS 0
ORIENTATION FEE - SPRING 
SEMESTER 35
ORIENTATION FEE - FALL 
SEMESTER 35
PARKING AND SECURITY - 
FALL AND SPRING SEMESTER 45
PARKING AND SECURITY - 
SUMMER 5
PARKING FINES - PERMIT 
IMPROPERLY DISPLAYED 10
USC LANCASTER
PARKING FINES - HANDICAP 
VIOLATION - FIRST OFFENSE 25
PARKING FINES - HANDICAP 
VIOLATION - SECOND 
OFFENSE 50
PARKING FINES - HANDICAP 
VIOLATION - THIRD OFFENSE 100
PARKING FINES - OTHER 20
PARKING FINES - BOOT 
REMOVAL 50
STUDENT ID FEE 5
PARKING AND SECURITY - 
FALL AND SPRING SEMESTER 10
PARKING AND SECURITY- 
SUMMER 5
DUAL ENROLLMENT - 
INCLUDES PACE HIGH 
SCHOOL COURSES - PER 
CREDIT HOUR - USC SUMTER 
ONLY 10 76
LANGUAGE LAB FEE - FREN 
V121; FREN V122 SPAN V109; 
SPAN V110; SPAN V121; SPAN 
V122 20
STUDENT ID FEE - MADE 
AFTER FIRST WEEK OF CLASS 
OR REPLACEMENT 10
USC SUMTER
USC SALKEHATCHIE
PARKING AND SECURITY - 
FALL AND SPRING SEMESTER 25
PARKING AND SECURITY- 
SUMMER 10
PARKING AND SECURITY - 
FALL AND SPRING SEMESTER 15
PARKING AND SECURITY- 
SUMMER 5
USC UNION
*The following additional fee information is posted as submitted by the University/College.
*Residents of Richmond and Columbia Counties pay Aiken County tuition plus a $15.00 reciprocity fee.
Credit Hours Aiken County Tuition Technology Fee
Non-Refund 
Enrollment Fee TOTAL
15-18 $1,708 $60 $85 $1,853 
14 $1,708 $60 $85 $1,853 
133 $1,708 $60 $85 $1,853 
12 $1,708 $60 $85 $1,853 
11 $1,573 $55 $85 $1,713 
10 $1,430 $50 $85 $1,565 
9 $1,287 $45 $85 $1,417 
8 $1,144 $40 $85 $1,269 
7 $1,001 $35 $85 $1,121 
6 $858 $30 $85 $973 
5 $715 $25 $85 $825 
4 $572 $20 $85 $677 
3 $429 $15 $85 $529 
2 $266 $10 $85 $381 
1 $143 $5 $85 $233 
Credit Hours Student Tuition Technology Fee
Non-Refund 
Enrollment Fee TOTAL
15-18 $1,888 $60 $85 $2,003 
14 $1,888 $60 $85 $2,003 
13 $1,888 $60 $85 $2,003 
12 $1,888 $60 $85 $2,003 
11 $1,738 $55 $85 $1,878 
10 $1,580 $50 $85 $1,715 
9 $1,422 $45 $85 $1,552 
8 $1,264 $40 $85 $1,389 
7 $1,106 $35 $85 $1,226 
6 $948 $30 $85 $1,063 
5 $790 $25 $85 $900 
4 $632 $20 $85 $737 
3 $474 $15 $85 $574 
2 $316 $10 $85 $411 
1 $158 $5 $85 $248 
Aiken County *
In-State (Out of Aiken County)
O t Of St t
The tuition and fees listed on this page are subject to change. These tuition rates will be in effect as of Fall 2010. For the most current rates check our Web site: 
www.atc.edu
Aiken Technical College
Credit Hours Student Tuition Technology Fee
Non-Refund 
Enrollment Fee TOTAL
15-18 $4,800 $180 $85 $5,065 
14 $4,800 $180 $85 $5,065 
13 $4,800 $180 $85 $5,065 
12 $4,800 $180 $85 $5,065 
11 $4,400 $165 $85 $4,650 
10 $4,000 $150 $85 $4,235 
9 $3,600 $135 $85 $3,820 
8 $3,200 $120 $85 $3,405 
7 $2,800 $105 $85 $2,990 
6 $2,400 $90 $85 $2,575 
5 $2,000 $75 $85 $2,160 
4 $1,600 $60 $85 $1,745 
3 $1,200 $45 $85 $1,330 
2 $800 $30 $85 $915 
1 $400 $15 $85 $500 
A full-time student is enrolled in 12 or more credit hours per semester.
Lab Fees
Air Conditioning $55.00 
Automotive $35.00 
Biology $14.00 
Chemistry $29.00 
Dental Assisting $27.00 
u - - a e
Deferred tuition payment plans are available. A copy of the terms and conditions may be obtained at the Cashier Office.
The charts following show tuition and fees for Aiken County residents, other South Carolina residents, and out-of-state students based on the number of credit 
hours a student is carrying. Residents of Richmond and Columbia counties pay Aiken County tuition plus a $15 reciprocity fee. Tuition and fees for auditing a 
class are the same as for credit classes.
Students approved to register for 19 or more credit hours will be charged for each additional credit hour. The rate per additional credit hour is $139.00 for 
Aiken County residents, $154.00 for other South Carolina residents, and $400.00 for out-of-state residents. In addition to tuition, enrollment and technology 
fees, some classes require lab fees per the following schedule:
A student must pay all tuition and fees in full before the beginning of each semester, prior to the first day of classes. Payments received on or after the first day 
of classes incur a late fee.
Early Childhood $25.00 
Engineering Technology $10.00 
Industrial Maintenance $20.00 
Machine Tool $44.00 
Medical Assisting $20.00 
Medical Coding $13.00 
Nursing $29.00 
Pharmacy Technician $10.00 
Radiation Protection Tech. $20.00 
Radiological Technology $11.00 
Surgical Technology $29.00 
Welding $65.00 
Additional Non-Refundable Fees
Enrollment Fee (per semester) $55 
Re-Processing Fee $30 (per reinstatement)
Late Registration Fee $25 (begins first day of class)
Exemption Exam (per exam) $30 
Returned Check Fee $30 
Payment Plan Origination Fee $30 
Student Refund Policy
1. Should the College cancel a class, the College refunds the full tuition with no action required by the student.
Title IV Student Aid (Federal and Pell)
d h d l ll d d h d d b f h f h h d b l
In order to be re-registered for the term, students who register for classes and are dropped from their classes due to nonpayment of fees will be a charged a “re-
processing fee” of $30. The enrollment and re-processing fees are non-refundable. They are payable each semester (or when the student is reinstated for the 
semester).
Any student presenting a check to ATC that is returned by the bank will be charged a $30 processing fee. The students must then pay all fees and collection 
charges to the 2nd Circuit Solicitor’s Worthless Check Unit, located at 1689 Richland Ave. W, Aiken, S.C.
Only students who submit a completed Add/Drop/Withdrawal Form within the specified deadline for the academic term for which the refund is requested may 
receive a refund. Non-refundable fees are not eligible for refunds.
2. A student who elects to request an exemption exam for course(s) after the add/drop date is not eligible for a refund since a grade will be issued.
3. When a drop results in the student taking fewer than 12 credit hours, the College recalculates tuition based upon the remaining credit hours. The difference 
between the tuition after drop and the original charge is the basis for calculating any refund.
4. The College refunds full tuition and fees for the current term to the beneficiary of any student who dies while enrolled as a credit student, or if they receive 
military orders to deploy.
5. The College will provide a 100% tuition refund for any student who drops from classes during the Add/Drop/Late Registration period (for each 
term/semester). There is no refund for students withdrawing classes after this period has passed.
A. Title IV-sponsored student “earns” his/her aid by successfully attending class. The aid is not fully earned until the 9th week of class. Because a refund will 
only be processed for students dropping during the Add/Drop/Late Registration period, students who withdraw after this period will owe the College or the 
Continuing Education Fees  
See Training and Business Development
Veterans Administration Benefits
Refunds Due To Academic Suspension
Student Refund Policy for Miltary Activation
The following became law June 24, 2002:
1. When any person is activated for full-time military service during a time of national crisis and, therefore, is required to cease attending a public institution of 
higher learning without completing and receiving a grade in one or more courses, the assistance provided in this section is required with regard to courses not 
completed. A complete refund of tuition and academic fees as are assessed against all students at the institution shall be granted to the student. The refund 
shall be distributed proportionately to the student after considering other resources received by the student for paying applicable tuition and fee charges. The 
proportionate distribution shall take into account appropriate federal and state regulations governing resources received by the student. Students must be 
offered the maximum price, based on condition, for the textbooks associated with the courses.
2. When a student is required to cease attendance because of such military activation without completing and receiving a grade in one or more courses, the 
institution shall provide a reasonable opportunity for completion of the courses after deactivation.
C. A student withdrawing after the Add/Drop/Late Registration period receives no refund unless the Vice President of Student Services determines extenuating 
circumstances were present over which the student had no control and which the student could not reasonably foresee at the time of registration.
A student receiving Veterans Administration benefits while enrolled in a non-degree program receives a prorata refund of tuition and refundable fees 
calculated on the number of class days attended.
A student who has paid tuition and non-refundable fees for an upcoming term and is subsequently placed on academic suspension for that term receives 100 
percent refund of tuition and fees paid.
B. A stu ent w o never atten s a c ass in any/a  courses is consi ere  to ave roppe  e ore t e start o  t e term. However, it is t e stu ent’s responsi i ity 
to drop any class he or she does not plan to attend.
*The following additional fee information is posted as submitted by the University/College.
*Program Fees--starts in FY 11 1 - 9 CH >9 CH
Students over 60 years of age who wish to take advantage of senior citizen status for free tuition can register for classes only during the late 
registration period. No late fee will be charged. Senior citizen students must be classified as career development unless they are enrolled in a 
program of study and pay tuition. Appropriate official documentation of age and employment must be submitted. Senior citizen students 
will be responsible for book costs, lab and other fees, and supplies associated with each course. Some courses may be excluded.
The College now accepts payments online. The online payment option is available by logging into myCCTC. Payments can be made online by 
credit card or check. A small fee will apply.
All fees are due at the time of registration. Students must visit the cashier and either pay or charge tuition to be officially enrolled.
All students who register after the published registration period (after August 19) will be charged a $25 late registration fee.
All students who have pre-registered but have not paid by the published deadline will be assessed a $25 non payment penalty.
A non-refundable enrollment/registration fee of $10 will be charged to every student who registers, regardless of the number of credit hours 
for which the student enrolls.
The College reserves the right to adjust tuition and fees without notice.
No refunds will be made if not applied for within 90 days of the last date of attendance.
The cost of books, tools, and materials is in addition to tuition and other fees.
Central Carolina Technical College
Students from Clarendon, Lee, Kershaw and Sumter Counties - $133 per credit hour to a maximum of $1,590.
Students from other counties in the state - $156 per credit hour to a maximum of $1,870.
Students from out-of-state - $237 per credit hour to a maximum of $2,836.
Tuition for students from South Carolina enrolled in Natural Resources Management or Environmental Engineering Technology is $133 per 
credit hour to a maximum of $1,590.
A laboratory fee  of $30 will be charged in selected science courses.
An additional program fee will be charged for some programs due to additional costs. *
Students receive up to two parking decals at no cost. Additional decals are $5 each. These decals are valid for one academic year beginning 
in the fall.
A student fee of $8 per credit hour to a maximum of $90 will be charged to all students.
Academic transcripts are $5.
Fees for non-credit courses are specified in the Continuing Education publications announcing the courses.
Health Sciences programs:
Medical Record Coding $75 $150
Medical Assisting $75 $150
Phlebotomy $75 $150
Surgical Technology $100 $200
Associate Degree Nursing $113 $225
Practical Nursing $113 $225
Industrial and Engineering Technology programs:
Automotive $75 $150
Electrical/Electronics $75 $150
Industrial Maintenance $75 $150
Engineering Graphics $75 $150
Environmental Engineering $75 $150
Machine Tool $75 $150
HVAC/R $75 $150
Welding $75 $150
Natural Resources Management $75 $150
Business & General Education programs:
Paralegal $50 $100
Criminal Justice $50 $100
Computer Technology $75 $150
Administrative Office Technology $75 $150
Management $50 $100
Accounting $50 $100
*The following additional fee information is posted as submitted by the University/College.
Demark Technical College
No additional fees provided.
*The following additional fee information is posted as submitted by the University/College.
Student In-County* Out-Of-County**
Out-Of-
State
Out-Of-
Country
$1,626 $2,674 $3,722
$135.50 $146.50 $222.50 $310 
$50 $50 $50 $50 
$35 $35 $35 $35 
$1,711 $1,842 $2,759 $3,807 
Part-Time Technology Fees
Hour(s) Fee
1 $4.20 
2 $8.40 
3 $12.60 
4 $16.80 
5 $21.00 
6 $25.20 
7 $29.40 
8 $33.60 
9 $37.80 
10 $42.00 
11 $46.20 
Additional Fees
Activity Fee ($35/semester)
Late Fee* ($50)
Activity Fee
Total Tuition
* Florence and Darlington County legal tax paying residents.
Florence-Darlington Technical College
$1,757 
** Based on residence at time of application
Full-Time per Semester
(12 hours or more)
Part-Time per Credit Hour
Technology Fee
* - A $50 late fee will be charged to all students who have not paid their tuition and fees by the published due date each term.
Part-time Status
3/4 time (9 to 11.5 hours)
1/2 time (6 to 8.5 hours)
PLEASE NOTE
The College reserves the right to change tuition and fee rates each term without prior notice.
The above fees do not include the cost of books, shop coats, uniform purchases, equipment, tools and material purchases, and graduation fee, 
which may be required.  Fees are subject to change in accordance with policies established by the State Board for Technical and Comprehensive 
Education. All tuition fees must be paid or charged to financial aid, sponsor, scholarship or other source before attending class. Tuition, fees and 
book charges are the responsibility of the student. All institutional charges not paid by financial aid, sponsors, scholarships, loans, or other sources, 
must be paid by the student.
All tuition must be paid by the published due date each term.  During the term, circumstances may occur which results in a student's financial aid 
or scholarship being reduced or rescinded or other transactions occur which causes the student's tuition and/or books to be unpaid. At this time, 
the student should pay the balance in full. If the account is not paid, it will be placed in our billing cycle and the student's record will be frozen to 
any further activity. All future registrations will be cancelled and all transcripts will be held. After the student has received three bills, the account 
will be placed with a collection agency and the SC Tax Commission for collection.  The debtor will be assessed the cost of collection incurred in 
addition to the already outstanding amount.
Fees for auditing a course is the same as taking a course for credit. Minimum of 50 cents per contact hour is charged for any continuing education 
student. Additional Allied Health Science Fees may consist of a malpractice fee of $2.00 per clinical course, Nursing Test Fees ranging from $76 to 
$233.
By South Carolina law, persons sixty and over may be allowed free tuition and application fees on a space available basis. However, these persons 
must meet admission standards and not receive compensation as full-time employees.
*The following additional fee information is posted as submitted by the University/College.
Lottery Funds for qualifying South Carolina students: 
$936 
$78 
Credits 
Technology Fee 
(included)
In-County 
Tuition & Fees
After 
Lottery
Out-of-County 
Tuition & Fees 
After 
Lottery
Out-of-State 
Tuition & Fees
1 $5 $189 $189 $201 $201 $345 
2 $9 $337 $337 $361 $361 $649 
3 $13 $485 $485 $521 $521 $953 
4 $17 $633 $633 $681 $681 $1,257 
5 $21 $781 $781 $841 $841 $1,561 
6 $25 $929 $461 $1,001 $533 $1,865 
7 $30 $1,078 $532 $1,162 $616 $2,170 
8 $34 $1,226 $602 $1,322 $698 $2,474 
9 $38 $1,374 $672 $1,482 $780 $2,778 
10 $42 $1,522 $742 $1,642 $862 $3,082 
11 $46 $1,670 $812 $1,802 $944 $3,386 
12 $50 $1,808 $872 $1,956 $1,020 $3,686 
Other Fees (Non-Refundable)
 $50
$30 
$30 
$5 
$15 
$50 
Greenville Technical College
All applicants to Greenville Technical College pay a non-refundable application fee of $35, which is payable immediately upon application for admission. 
Some programs may have additional costs such as lab fees, liability insurance, background checks and exams. Individual academic department heads should be contacted 
for the amounts of such fees.
Exemption Examination (per credit hour) 
Lottery Tuition Assistance* - full-time for Fall 2010 
Lottery Tuition Assistance* - part-time Per Credit Hour (six-credit-hour minimum) 
Returned Check
Institutional Loan Processing Fee 
Transcript Fee 
Convenience Fee (for paying tuition by credit card) 
Late Registration Fee (registered on or after August 9, 2010) 
* Most forms of financial aid such as Lottery and Federal Stafford Loans have a 6 credit-hour minimum.  Financial aid funds are based on official dates of attendance and 
will be reduced or revoked for withdrawals.  To receive any form of aid, you must have a completed and verified FAFSA on file.  Apply for the 2010-2011 school year 
immediately with your 2009 taxes
Tuition and fees are subject to change.
TUITION AND FEES Fall 2010
Tuition shown includes Student Fee of $40
(refundable within add/drop period) 
Plan 60
When you change addresses, update your records immediately through Campus Cruiser, the admissions office or any satellite campus. Your tuition rate is based on where 
you live before the semester starts. Once the semester is underway, we will make your changes and you will pay the new tuition rate next semester. A correct address on 
file will also ensure that any refund checks will be properly delivered.
.
If you're 60 or older and live in state, you can take classes for the cost of fees only. (Some classes require a lab or studio fee.) You must be unemployed or employed on a 
part-time basis to qualify.
Change of address
*The following additional fee information is posted as submitted by the University/College.
FEES- Required of ALL students
Enrollment Fee $25 per semester
Student Activity Fee 
Full-time $24 per semester
Part-time $2 per credit hour
Technology Fee
6.5-12 credit hours $50 per semester
6 credit hours or less $25 per semester
Parking and Security Fee $35 per semester
Late Fee $50 per semester
(Payable following the tuition payment deadline)
Disclaimer: Tuition and fees posted on this website are accurate as of the semester listed. HGTC reserves the right to adjust 
tuition and fees without notice, subject to approval by the HGTC Commission.
Note: Some programs of study may have other required fees. For complete information, view the program of interest in the 
most current HGTC Catalog.
Horry-Georgetown Technical College
*The following additional fee information is posted as submitted by the University/College.
Students taking over 12 credit hours will be assessed a $50 per credit hour fee.
Students enrolling in technical courses will be assessed a $5 per credit hour course fee.
Students enrolling in general education courses will be assessed a $14 per credit hour course fee.
The fee for late registration is $75.
Students applying to Midlands Technical College will be assessed an application fee of $35 at the time of application.
Midlands Technical College
Students enrolling at Midlands Technical College for the first time must pay a one-time enrollment fee of $25 with 
their tuition.
All students are assessed a $100 nonrefundable student fee each term to cover non-instructional support services.
*The following additional fee information is posted as submitted by the University/College.
Transcript fee - No charge if mailed.  There is a $3.00 charge for fax request. 
Degree/Diploma fee - No charge ($6 if applied for late) 
Parking and ID fee - No charge 
Northeastern Technical College
Other Fees
Application fee for credit classes - $25.00 (non-refundable) 
Lab fee - $25 per lab (when applicable) 
Enrollment fee - $15.00 per semester
Credit by examination - $15 (non-refundable) 
*The following additional fee information is posted as submitted by the University/College.
*There is a $25 registration fee included in full-time tuition rates.
**All tuition figures include $5 technology fee per credit hour.
NOTE: A $15.00 Application Processing Fee is due upon notification of acceptance to the
College. This fee is assessed for new students and for those students returning to the
College who have remained out of school for more than three academic terms. This
fee is non-refundable.
Late Fee
The late registration fee will be $25.00.
Refund Policy
Students who withdraw or have a net reduction of credit hours below full-time
status will be eligible for a refund of tuition as follows:
*100% Before the first date in term that classes are offered (start of term)
*100% First day of class through add/drop period
*0% After end of add/drop period
Orangeburg-Calhoun Technical College
*The following additional fee information is posted as submitted by the University/College.
Technology Fee: $5 per credit hour, up to a maximum of $50 
Facility Fee: $50 for full-time and $25 for part-time students 
Registration Fee: $25
Late Payment Fee: $50
Audit Fee: $55 per credit hour 
Graduation Fee: $25
Credit by Exam Fee: $60
Piedmont Technical College
*The following additional fee information is posted as submitted by the University/College.
Spartanburg Community College
No Additional Fees
*The following additional fee information is posted as submitted by the University/College.
Application Fee
$25 charge for first time students and re-admitted students.
Registration Fee
$25 per semester charge for each student.
Technology Fee
$50 per semester charge for full time students
$5 per credit hour charge ($50 maximum) for part time students.
Late Fee Policy
$20 late payment fee will be charged starting after the last day of registration.
Administrative Fee
Technical College of the Lowcountry
$20 fee for each drop/add or withdrawal form (schedule change) processed on or after the first calendar day of the 
term.
Out-of-Country students who complete the admissions process but fail to matriculate will be charged an 
administrative fee of $200.
*The following additional fee information is posted as submitted by the University/College.
Application Fee
Technology Fee
Student Activity Fee
A $24 per semester for full-time students; $2 per credit hour for part-time students.
Surcharge for In-County Residents
Late Registration Fee
Tri-County Technical College
A $30 non-refundable fee is required for applications for admission. The fee applies to applications for curriculum 
admission (or reactivation of applications that are five years old or older) and to applications for Career 
Development admission.
A Technology Fee will be charged for each course at the rate of $4 per credit hour for part-time enrollment up to a 
total of $48 for full-time enrollment. The technology fee applies to all courses except those offered through 
Corporate & Community Education. Technology fees are used to help maintain computer labs and technology used 
for all credit curriculum areas of the College.
A surcharge will be assessed to Pickens County residents for each course at a rate of $7 per credit hour for part-time 
enrollment up to a total of $84 for full-time enrollment. The surcharge applies to all courses except those offered 
through Corporate & Community Education. A portion of the College’s operating budget is funded by each of the 
three counties in our service area (Anderson, Oconee, and Pickens). Due to a shortfall in funding from Pickens 
County, a surcharge will be charged to residents of Pickens County for the 2010-2011 fiscal year beginning Fall 
Semester 2010. 
Any other applicable surcharges for the new academic year will be posted as that information becomes available. 
Additional Costs for Health Education and Other Majors
Books and Supplies
Graduation Fee
Transcript Fee
Effective May 1, 2004, a $5 fee will be charged for each copy of a transcript.
Most majors (programs) in the Health Education Division require students to purchase uniforms and other 
materials and to obtain liability insurance. Additional purchases may also be required, depending on the program. 
See the Health Education Program Admission section of this website or the Division or department handbook for 
more information. Programs in other divisions may also require the purchase of a small amount of equipment which 
becomes the property of the student.
All instructional programs require the purchase of textbooks and other supplies associated with the various courses 
in the curriculum. Depending on the program and a student’s course load each semester, textbook costs can be 
several hundred dollars. Textbooks and supplies are available for sale in the College Bookstore or purchased at 
bookstore online. Used textbooks are available for many courses, which can help reduce costs. In some cases, one 
textbook may be used for two courses in a sequence. Several financial aid and scholarship programs provide funds to 
help offset textbook costs.
A $40 fee is required at the time the "Application for Graduation" is submitted. The fee covers the cost of the 
credential and other graduation expenses. A $10 fee is required for each Additional Credential requested at the time 
the “Application for Graduation” is submitted. A $40 fee is required for Replacement credentials requested.
A $40 late registration fee is charged to all students registering after the late registration date each semester.
*The following additional fee information is posted as submitted by the University/College.
Aircraft Assembly Technology AMF 137 Aircraft Composite Structures
Automotive AUT 103 Engine Reconditioning
AUT 116 Manual Transmission and Axle
Cosmetology COS 114 Hair Shaping
COS 116 Hair Styling I
COS 210 Hair Coloring
Culinary Arts HOS 107 Culinary Skills I
HOS 111 Culinary Skills II
HOS 119 Introduction to Baking and Pastry
HOS 121 Cake Decorating and Finishing Techniques
HOS 181 Candies and Confectionaries
HOS 216 International Cuisine
HOS 220 Advanced Bakeshop
 HOS 221  Retail Baking
 HOS 236  Restaurant Capstone
Dental Assisting  DAT 185  Dental Specialties
Dental Hygiene  DHG 175  Clinical Dental Hygiene II
 DHG 255  Clinical Dental Hygiene III
General Education  AST 101  Solar System Astronomy
 BIO 101  Biological Science I
 BIO 210  Anatomy and Physiology I
 CHM 110  College Chemistry I
 PHY 201  Physics I
 PHY 221  University Physics I
 HVAC  ACR 106  Basic Electricity for HVAC/R
 ACR  P i i l  f Ai  C di i i
A $25 lab fee will be in place for the following courses for 2010-11 academic year.
Trident Technical College
122 r nc p es o r on t on ng
 ACR 131  Commercial Refrigeration
 Massage Therapy  MTH 122  Principles of Massage II
 Medical Assisting  MED 115  Medical Office Lab Procedures
 Medical Lab Technology  MLT 108  Urinalysis and Body Fluids
 Nursing  NUR 159  Nursing Care Management II
 NUR 209  Nursing Care Management III
 NUR 219  Nursing Management and Leadership
 Radio and Television  RTV 103  Field Operations
 RTV 107  Producing and Directing
 RTV 144  Basic Videography
 Visual Arts  ARV 114  Photography I
 ARV 214  Photography II
 Welding  WLD 111  Arc Welding I
 WLD 113  Arc Welding II
 WLD 118  Gas Metal Arc Welding Ferrous II
 WLD 120  Flux Cored Arc Welding I
 WLD 122  Gas Metal Arc Welding Non-Ferrous I
 WLD 132  Inert Gas Welding Ferrous
 WLD 152  Tungsten Arc Welding
 WLD 170  Qualification Welding
 WLD 225  Arc Welding Pipe I
 WLD 228  Inert Gas Welding Pipe I
*The following additional fee information is posted as submitted by the University/College.
Late Registration Fee
Returned Check Fee
A $30 service charge will be made on each returned check.
Williamsburg Technical College
Those students who do not complete the registration process during the specified registration period of each 
semester will pay a $20 late registration charge.
*The following additional fee information is posted as submitted by the University/College.
York Technical College
No Additional Fees
